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Preface
The last publication of this type by Battery G, 2nd Illinois Light Artillery, was titled Battery G Safety
Manual and Field Guide, published in 1995 and revised in 2004. It contained a broad sampling of
material related both to Battery G specifically and Civil War artillery generally. It was an excellent
guide for the new recruit, and a valuable resource to those members unable to build a private library for
themselves.
Since that time, much of the material found there has been made available on the internet, and with the
advent of smart phones with continual connection to the internet including such material here would be
less valuable than in the past. Therefore, this publication will point the interested reader to the battery’s
website: www.batteryg.net for Battery G specific materials, and outside sites, such as
www.civilwarartillery.com and www.artilleryreserve.org for more general material. The 1864 Field
Artillery Tactics, authored by Hunt, Barry, and French, and published by the US War Department, from
which the Manual of the Piece used by Battery G was modified, can be found at the latter website. The
resources available online more than ably supplant the field portion of the previous publication’s text.
With no need to supply basic information, this work will focus primarily on the manual of the piece,
and its modifications for use by the battery, as well as various regulations implemented for safety
purposes. The appendicies include several alternate drills for reference, comparison, or for use if
required by a specific event. Civil War reenacting can be a dangerous hobby, with safety risks both on
and off the battlefield. It is the Battery’s hope that this manual will help mitigate the risk associated
with our favorite hobby.
William Baehr
1st Lieutenant / Safety Officers
Battery G, 2nd Illinois Light Artillery
January, 2019
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Chapter 1
The Manual of the Piece
1 The Piece and Its Crew
1.1
The Piece consists of a gun on a carriage and a limber with chest. If available, the piece would
also consist of a second limber with chest, a caisson with two limber chests and a spare wheel, and up
to thirteen horses (6 per limber and one for the chief of the piece).
1.2
The period implements assigned to each piece are two sponges and rammers, one worm, two
handspikes, one water bucket, one prolong, two gunners haversacks, two tube pouches with belts, one
pendulum hausse sight, two thumb stalls, two priming wires, two lanyards (one for training), one
gimlet, and one tarpaulin. The modern implements assigned to each piece are one fire extinguisher,
one first aid kit, one pocket knife, one baster, one vent cover, two pair work gloves, one hammer, one
pair of pliers, one vent brush, one lock, and at least ten pairs of ear plugs.
1.3
In period, the crew consisted of seven cannoneers, six drivers, the Gunner (a corporal), the
Chief of the Caisson (a corporal), and the Chief of the Piece (a sergeant). Circumstance in the modern
era dictates that guns are usually manned by six cannoneers and a Gunner (or fewer), omitting the
Chief of Piece, Chief of the Caisson, drivers, and cannoneer Number Seven, who assisted both Number
Six and the Chief of the Caisson, depending on which was actively serving ammunition to the gun.
1.4
During the Civil War, gun equipment worn by personnel, such as gunners haversacks and tube
pouches, would have been issued out permanently to cannoneers who held positions using those items,
and not stored in the limber chests. In the modern era these items are stored in the limber chests and
issued out by the Gunner responsible for the gun prior to drill or battle. During issuance, the Gunner or
his designated representative will inspect each item to ensure it is available and serviceable prior to
issuance, and after drill or combat will collect each item issued, and again inspect it for serviceability,
noting absences and damage on the forms provided for that purpose. As none appears in period, no
specific regimen, formation, or script is dictated for use during issuance, and gun equipment will be
issued any manner the gunner wishes, so long the equipment is inventoried and inspected upon
collection.
2 Posts of the Cannoneers – Piece Unlimbered
2.1
The Gunner is at the end of the handspike; Numbers One and Two are about 2 feet outside the
wheels, Number One on the right, and Number Two on the left, in line with the front part of the wheels;
Numbers Three and Four are in line with the knob of the cascabel, covering Numbers One and Two;
Number Five is 5 yards in rear of the left wheel; Number Six in rear of the limber, and Number Seven
(when present) on his left, covering Number Five. The Chief of the Piece (when present) is opposite
the middle of the trail handspike, outside and near the left cannoneers. In actual firing, he takes his
place on the right or left, where he can best observe the effect of the shot.

From Patton’s Artillery Drill

3 Preparation for Firing
3.1
The gun will be emplaced, un-tarped, unlimbered, and pointed in a safe direction. The gunner
will take care that there are no obstacles or people in front of the muzzle out to fifty yards, or obstacles
or unauthorized people within ten yards of the gun or limber chest prior to firing. The front end of the
limber pole will be at least seven yards back from the trail of the gun. Equipments will be issued to
cannoneers. Cannoneers will take their places at the gun. A handspike will be installed in the pointing
rings at the end of the trail. The sponges and worm will be unchained from the trail. The cover will be
removed from the water bucket. The vent cover will be removed. Number One will retrieve a sponge
and wet the sponge, being careful to remove excess water prior to introducing it into the bore. Number
Two will retrieve the worm. All cannoneers will then assume their assigned positions as detailed in
paragraph 2.1.
4 Loading and Firing – The Gunner
4.1
The Gunner gives all executive commands in action. He is answerable that all the numbers
perform their duties correctly. He communicates the orders which he receives. He communicates the
kind of ammunition to be fired; sending to Number Six the time or distance for each round, when firing
shells or spherical case shot.
4.2
On receiving the command or signal to commence firing, he gives the command LOAD; takes
hold of the handspike at the end with his right hand, and at the center with his left; places his left knee
against the left hand, bending over it, the right knee being slightly bent; looks over the top of the piece
and gives the direction. He then steps to the breech to give the elevation, which he does by placing the
sight on the seat, taking hold of a handle of the elevating screw, drawing back his right right foot,
bending over his left knee, and sighting through the slit in the sight.
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4.3
After sighting the piece, the gunner will remove the sight and step clear of the wheel to inspect
the round held by Number Five, prior to the piece being loaded, to ensure that the correct round is
being loaded into the gun.
4.4
When he desires to ready the gun to be fired, the Gunner gives the command READY, and,
steps to that side where he can best observe the effect of his shot. When Number Four signals his
readiness to fire, the Gunner observes that the rest of the cannoneers are in readiness and gives the
command FIRE. As soon as the piece has been fired, he causes it to be run up to its former place, if
necessary.
5 Loading and Firing – Number One
5.1
Until the command LOAD, Number One stands square to the front, in line with the front part of
the wheel, holding the sponge about the middle of the staff in his right hand, and trailing it an angle of
45 degrees, sponge-head up. He wears leather gloves for safety.
5.2
At the command LOAD, Number One faces to the left, steps obliquely to the right with his right
foot, without moving his left, and at the same time brings the sponge smartly to a perpendicular
position by drawing his right hand up in line with the elbow. The sponge is grasped firmly in the hand,
and the rammer-head kept just over the right toe, elbow close to the side.
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5.3
When Number Two has finished searching the bore, and quits his worm, Number One steps
obliquely to the left with his left foot, planting it about half-way between the piece and the wheel, and
opposite the muzzle; bringing the sponge at the same time across his body to the left, so that his right
hand may be opposite the middle of the body, the sponge-staff being inclined at an angle of 45 degrees
across the front of it.
5.4
He takes a side step to the right of 30 inches, and bending his right knee, brings the sponge to a
horizontal position, extending the hands to the ends of the staff, the sponge-head to the left, the back of
his right hand up, and that of his left down, the sponge-head against the face of the piece.
5.5
He inserts the sponge-head, drops his left hand behind his thigh, shoulders square, feet equally
turned out, straightens the right knee, and, bending over the left, forces the sponge home.
5.6
Number One fixes his eye on the vent to see that it is closed, gives two turns to the sponge,
taking great care to press it at the same time against the bottom of the bore. He then draws out the
sponge halfway, gives it another half turn, and forces the sponge home a second time. He gives the
sponge a further two turns.
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5.7
He draws out the sponge, at the same time straightening his left knee, and bending his right;
seizes the staff near the sponge-head with his left hand, back of the hand down, and places the sponge
against the face of the piece.
5.8
He turns the sponge by bringing his hands together in the middle of the staff, giving it a cant
with each hand, throwing the sponge-head over, at the same time turning his wrist, which brings the
staff horizontal, and extending his hands to the ends of the staff, back of the left up, that of the other
down. He rests the head of the rammer against the bottom of the muzzle.
5.9
During the whole time sponging, Number One keeps his eye on the vent. If at any time it is not
closed, he will discontinue the maneuver, and command STOP VENT.
5.10 He introduces the rammer-head into the muzzle as soon as Number Two has resumed his spot
outside the wheel after inserting the charge, and prepares to ram.
5.11 Number One rams home, throwing the weight of his body with the rammer; bending over his
left knee, and passing his left arm, with the elbow slightly bent, and back of the hand up, in a horizontal
position over the piece, until it points in the direction of the left trunion; the right shoulder thrown back,
and the eyes cast towards the front until the cartridge is home. Number One may then tap the cartridge
gently with the rammer to ensure the cartridge is properly seated in the breach using his right hand only.
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5.12 He jerks the sponge out with his right hand, allowing it to slide through the hand as far as the
middle of the staff, when he grasps it firmly, and seizing it close to the rammer -head with the left hand,
back of the hand up; straightens his knees.
5.13 He then draws the sponge close to his body, and immediately steps back outside the wheel, first
with the right, then with the left foot, so that when the right foot is brought to it, the right hip may be
online with the front wheel. In drawing the right foot to the left, he gives the sponge a cant with his left
hand, at the same time quitting it, and brings the sponge to a perpendicular position in the right hand,
the rammer-head resting on the right toe.
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5.14 READY – At this command, Number One breaks well off to his left with the left foot, bending
the left knee, and straightening the right leg, drops the end of the sponge-staff into the left hand, back
of the hand down, and fixes his eyes on the muzzle. He shall also observe the area beyond the muzzle
to the left of the piece to ensure no one enters the piece’s danger zone during firing.
5.15 The heels should be parallel to the wheel, the body erect on the haunches, and the sponge and
rammer held in both hands in a horizontal position, sponge-head to the left.
5.16 The piece having been fired, Number One rises on his right knee, and returns to his position, as
at the end of paragraph 5.13, and remains facing the piece until he hears the command LOAD, or

observes the flash of the gun, then steps in and performs his duties as before. At the command CEASE
FIRING he sponges the bore as described previously before he takes his position outside the wheel and
faces to the front.
6 Loading and Firing – Number Two
6.1
Until the command LOAD, Number Two stands square to the front, in line with the front part of
the wheel, holding the worm about the middle of the staff in his left hand, and trailing it an angle of 45
degrees, worm-head up. He wears leather gloves for safety.
6.2
At the command LOAD, Number Two faces to the right, steps obliquely to the left with his left
foot, without moving his right, and at the same time brings the worm smartly to a perpendicular
position by drawing his left hand up in line with the elbow. The worm is grasped firmly in the hand,
and the base of the staff kept just over the left toe, elbow close to the side.
6.3
He steps obliquely to the right with his right foot, planting it about half-way between the piece
and the wheel, and opposite the muzzle; bringing the worm at the same time across his body to the right,
so that his left hand may be opposite the middle of the body, the worm-staff being inclined at an angle
of 45 degrees across the front of it.
6.4
He takes a side step to the left of 30 inches, and bending his left knee, brings the worm to a
horizontal position, extending the hands to the ends of the staff, the worm-head to the right, the back of
his left hand up, and that of his right down, the worm-head against the face of the piece.
6.5
He inserts the worm-head, drops his right hand behind his thigh, shoulders square, feet equally
turned out, straightens the left knee, and, bending over the right, forces the worm home.
6.6
Number Two fixes his eye on the vent to see that it is closed, gives a half turn to the worm,
taking great care to press it at the same time against the bottom of the bore and collect the cartridge foil.
He then draws out the worm.
6.7
When the worm is out of the bore, he uses his right hand to remove the cartridge foil, discarding
it on the ground.
6.8
He turns the worm by bringing his hands together in the middle of the staff, giving it a cant with
each hand, throwing the worm-head up, at the same time turning his wrist, which brings the staff
vertical. He rests the shaft of the worm against the axle, with the shaft touching the left cheek of the
piece, angled to be nearly vertical.
6.9
During the whole time worming, Number Two keeps his eye on the vent. If at any time it is not
closed, he will discontinue the maneuver, and command STOP VENT.
6.10 Upon quitting the worm, Number Two faces to the rear, aligning himself between the muzzle
and the front of the wheel, bringing his hands together to receive the cartridge from Number Five.
When Number Five opens the Gunner’s haversack, Number Two reaches into the bag with both hands,
retrieving the cartridge. As soon as the sponge is withdrawn, he faces to his left and puts the
ammunition into the muzzle.
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6.11 With his right hand he reaches over and retrieves the worm, and then steps back, commencing
with his left foot, to his position outside the wheel, in the same manner that Number One does, finished
as described in paragraph 6.2.
6.12 At the command READY, he breaks well off to his right with the right foot, bending the right
knee, and straightening the left leg, the body erect on the haunches, drops the end of the worm-staff
into the right hand, back of the hand down, and fixes his eyes on the muzzle. He shall also observe the
area beyond the muzzle to the right of the piece to ensure no one enters the piece’s danger zone during
firing.
6.13 The piece having been fired, Number Two raises on his left leg, returns to the position he held
before the command READY, and remains facing the piece until he hears the command LOAD, or
observes the flash of the gun, then steps in and performs his duties as before. At the command CEASE
FIRING he worms the piece as described previously before he takes his position outside the wheel and
faces to the front.
7 Loading and Firing – Number Three
7.1
Number Three stands in line with the knob of the cascabel, covering Number One, the vent
brush in his right hand, the priming wire in its pouch slung around his neck or left shoulder, the
thumbstall on the left thumb, the tube pouch fastened to the waist.
7.2
At the command LOAD he steps to his left, wipes the vent-field with the thumbstall, brushes
the vent, then presses the thumbstall upon the vent, keeping his elbow raised; his fingers to the left side
of the piece, so as to allow the gunner to point over his thumb; the right hand securing the vent brush
and retrieving the priming wire; finally resting the right hand on the tube pouch.

7.3
When the piece is sponged, and the charge inserted by Number Two, he jumps to the end of the
trail handspike, and, seizing it with both hands, prepares to move it to the right or left, on a signal from
the Gunner, who taps the right of the trail for movement to the left, and the left of the trail for a
movement to the right. As soon as the piece is pointed, the Gunner raises both hands as a signal to
Number Three, who then resumes the position at the end of paragraph 7.2.
7.4
At the command READY he steps in to the piece, pricks the cartridge, taking care to grasp the
loop of the priming wire with the thumb and forefinger only during the action. When Number Four
inserts the primer into the vent Number Three holds the base of the lanyard against the barrel with his
left hand until Number Four communicates that he is in position. Number Three then steps to his right,
clear of the wheel, and fixes his eyes on the vent.
7.5

Following the command FIRE, at the flash of the gun, Number Three serves the vent as before.

7.6
Number Three should be careful to keep the vent closed from the time the sponge enters the
muzzle until the command READY.
7.7
At the command CEASE FIRING, he brushes the vent before covering it with the thumbstall
until Number One has finished sponging. He then returns to his position at the end of paragraph 7.1.
8 Loading and Firing – Number Four
8.1
Number Four stands in line with the knob of the cascabel, and covering Number Two. He
wears a Tube Pouch, and is provided with a lanyard and friction primers.
8.2
LOAD – At this command, Number Four inserts the lanyard hook into the ring of the primer,
and stands fast.
8.3
READY – At this command, he steps in with the right foot, drops the tube in the vent, takes the
lanyard in his right hand, moves to the rear so far as to keep the lanyard slack, but capable of being
stretched, without altering his position, which should be clear of the wheel, left foot broken to the left
and rear. In cases where Number Four is physically incapable of pulling the lanyard in this manner, he
should alter his position to such that it is possible for him to pull the lanyard, while still being deemed
safe by the Gunner.
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8.4
Number Four signals either verbally or by nod of the head to Number Three that he is properly
positioned to pull the lanyard. When Number Three is clear, Number Four signals either verbally or by
nod to the Gunner that he is prepared to fire the piece.
8.5
FIRE – At this command, Number Four pulls the lanyard briskly and firmly, passing the hand,
back up, in a downward direction to the rear, so as to keep the lanyard hook from flying back in the
direction of the face. He then resumes the position described in paragraph 8.1 and awaits the next
command.
9 Loading and Firing – Number Five
9.1
Number Five covers the left wheel, five yards in rear of it. The Gunner’s Haversack is worn on
the right hip, with the strap over the left shoulder.
9.2
At the command LOAD, Number Five walks to the ammunition chest, faces front just behind
and outside the left wheel of the limber, and opens the Gunner’s Haversack. The round is placed in the
Haversack by Number Six or Number Seven.
9.3
Number Five walks to the Gunner, exhibits the round for inspection by him by opening the flap
on the Gunner’s Haversack. Upon obtaining approval, Number Five advances to the piece, arriving
just outside the left wheel, just slightly forward of the front of the wheel, facing front, so that the
Gunner’s Haverack is closest to Number Two.
9.4

Number Five holds open the pouch, and Number Two takes out the round with both hands.

9.5
Number Five closes the pouch and returns to his position as described in paragraph 9.1. During
firing, Number Five looks left and right in front of the piece, acting as a safety.

9.6
At the command CEASE FIRING, Number Five returns any unfired ammunition to Number
Six for storage.
10 Loading and Firing – Numbers Six and Seven
10.1 Number Six stands behind the limber, centered on the ammunition chest. Number Seven, if
present, stands to the left of Number Six, behind the left wheel of the limber. Number Seven wears a
Gunner’s Haversack if available, slung over the left shoulder.
10.2 At the command LOAD, Number Six waits for Number Five to arrive, opens the chest lid, and
retrieves the appropriate round, then closes the chest lid. With two hands, he places it in Gunner’s
Haverack worn by Number Five.
10.3 Number Six will be careful not to raise the lid unnecessarily. It should be kept closed when
possible. He is assisted, when necessary, by Number Seven.
10.4

Number Seven, if provided with a Gunner’s Haversack, may alternate duties with Number Five.

10.5 At the command CEASE FIRING, Number Six carefully replaces unfired ammunition in the
chest and secures the lid.

11 Misfire Drill
11.1 Should the tube fail to explode the charge, the Gunner immediately commands, DON’T
ADVANCE, THE PRIMER HAS FAILED.
11.2 Numbers One and Two raise their implements over the wheels and cross the staves over the
center of the barrel, forming an ‘X’ with the implements. The implements may touch the wheels, but
the cannoneers must not. While holding up their implements, they look to the front, left, and right,
acting as safeties, keeping anyone away from the front of the gun.
11.3

The Gunner retrieves a watch and counts off three minutes before anyone continues.

11.4 Numbers Three and Four stand at the positions described in paragraphs 7.1 and 8.1 and watch
the vent, looking for smoke. Number Three readies the priming wire. Number Four readies a new
primer, attaching it to the lanyard.
11.5 During the three minute wait, the Gunner, determines the kind of failure the gun has
experienced. He obtains the glove of his preference from Number Two. If needed he obtains a knife,
pliers, and gimlet from the limber.
11.6 When three minutes has elapsed, and no smoke is emitted from the vent, the Gunner moves to
the front of the gun, steps inside the wheel, close to the axle tree, and clears the vent. He may use a
knife, wrench, or gimlet to accomplish this. Number Five will retrieve necessary equipment from the
limber at the Gunner’s request, passing the items over the left wheel. The Gunner retrieves from
Number Three over the right wheel a priming wire, and from Number Four over the left wheel a

prepared primer, pricks, primes, and resumes his post. All cannoneers are careful not to stand behind
the gun while serving during a misfire.
11.7 The Gunner commands READY. Numbers One and Two remove their implements from over
the gun, and assume positions described in paragraphs 5.14 and 6.12. Number Three assumes his
position described in paragraph 7.1. Number Four assumes his position described in paragraph 8.3.
11.8 The Gunner commands FIRE, and Number Four fires the piece. If the piece fires, normal firing
is resumed. If the piece misfires again, steps 11.1 through 11.7 are repeated.
11.9 If the piece fails to fire after three firings, the Gunner will put the gun out of action. Numbers
One and Two will maintain positions described in 11.2 until the conclusion of the battle. After the
battle the Gunner will cause the vent and bore to be flooded with water under supervision of the safety
officer, Battery commander, or Battery First Sergeant, as available. If special equipment such as
basters or hoses are unavailable, water may be poured directly onto the vent and down the muzzle,
being careful to keep body parts from in front of the vent and muzzle.
11.10 After 30 minutes have elapsed, the supervising officer will worm the failed charge from the
bore. The Gunner will then direct the crew to empty the piece of water, and clear and secure the piece.
11.11 The failed charge should be retained by the supervising officer for study (to determine, if
possible, the cause of the misfire) and safe disposal.

Chapter 2
Safety Regulations

1 Safety Equipment
1.1
Equipment for the safe operation of the guns during standard drill is at minimum: one sponge,
one worm, two pairs work gloves, one thumbstall, and one full water bucket.
1.2
In addition to the equipment required for the safe operation of the guns during standard drill,
each gun shall have the following equipment for safety on hand in the limber or at the piece: one worm,
one gimlet, one turkey baster, one fire extinguisher, one first aid kit, one pocket knife, one hammer, one
pair of pliers, and ten spare pairs of ear plugs.
1.3

Each Gunner shall have on hand a watch.

1.4
Each Battery officer and the first sergeant shall have on hand a green safety flag or
handkerchief, a safety whistle, and a watch.
1.5
Each cannoneer will wear the safety equipment allocated to his position. Those cannoneers in
the Number One and Number Two position will wear shell jackets or sack coats, so that the arms are
covered, and leather gloves from the limber. Cannoneers in the Numbers One through Four positions
and the Gunner will wear ear plugs during firing. Other crewmembers are encouraged to wear ear
plugs.

2 Safety Officers
2.1
The Battery Executive Officer is the designated safety officer for the Battery. He is responsible
for the safe operation of the Battery. In the event the Executive Officer is not present, the second most
senior officer or non-commissioned officer is the acting safety officer.
2.2
The Safety Officer ensures all cannoneers understand the drill before taking part in a battle,
with special focus on new recruits. The Safety Officer inspects all weapons and ammunition prior to
battle, ensuring that they are safe.
2.3
The Safety Officer watches all guns of the Battery and the surrounding area, to ensure the
Battery is not endangered. He is assisted in his duties by the First Sergeant and the Gunners. Each
Gunner is the safety officer for his gun. The First Sergeant’s role is to monitor the cannoneers, to
ensure they are properly hydrated, not overworked, and they have a safe area to work, free of obstacles
and obstructions.
2.4
The Battery Commander, Safety Officer, First Sergeant, Gunners, and Cannoneers can authorize
the Battery to cease firing if an unsafe situation develops.
2.5
If an unsafe situation develops the Safety Officer should take appropriate action to ensure the
safety of the Battery members, other reenactors and the public, Battery property, and other property, in
that order.

3 Safety on the Battlefield
3.1
The Safety Officer will ensure that only trained and of age cannoneers will man Battery guns
during battle. He will also ensure that the Battery meets the safety requirements of the event in which
the Battery is participating.
3.2
Only Battery Officers and the Battery First Sergeant may carry sidearms and sabers when the
Battery is serving on the guns.
3.3
Prior to the crews posting on the guns, the Safety Officer will inspect the rounds in the limber
chests, and any sidearms being carried onto the field to ensure compliance with Battery and Event rules.
3.4
For safety, no gun in Battery G will be crewed by fewer than two cannoneers and a Gunner.
The minimum is that one cannoneer works as Numbers One, Two, Five, and Six, while the other works
as Numbers Three and Four. The Gunner will always act as the Gunner only, in order to direct the
work and act as a safety.
3.5
Once the guns are manned, only Battery Officers, the Battery First Sergeant, and the gun crews
are authorized to be between the guns and the limbers. Other personnel must remain behind the line of
limbers unless specifically directed to move into the space between the guns and limbers.
3.6

Guns will not fire at a rate in excess of one round every two minutes.

3.7
In the event of an accident or safety violation that requires the battle cease, the Battery
Commander will direct the bugler (if available) sound both the Infantry and Artillery versions of
CEASE FIRING repeatedly until all firing has stopped. One of the Battery Officers or the Battery First
Sergeant will move to a safe place in front of the guns and wave a green safety flag, displaying it for
the entire field to see. Green safety flags and safety whistles are universally acknowledged tools to
convey to other units to cease firing. Sounding CEASE FIRING repeatedly on the bugle is also used.
3.8
No Battery members will engage in hand to hand combat unless choreographed before the battle
by all participants. No implements will be used as weapons without prior authorization by the Battery
Safety Officer following the choreographing of a hand to hand combat sequence and a review of the
safe simulation of hand to hand combat.
3.9
The Battery will use two safety symbols for other battle participants to reference: Crossed
implements, as described in the Misfire Drill, indicates a gun which has misfired, and is unsafe to
approach; the sponge inserted in the muzzle and abandoned indicates a spiked gun which is safe to
approach.
3.10 The Gunner is responsible for the safe operation of his gun, the safety of those in close vicinity
to his gun, and the security of the gun and its equipment. In the event the gun is overrun during the
battle, the Gunner will remain at the limber, securing it. Other members of the crew may flee, become
casualties, or be captured, but for safety, the Gunner will remain behind.
3.11 The Gunner will ensure that no small arms are discharged within ten yards of the limber chest
and that weapons are not aimed at the limber chest, and that enemy combatants are directed away from
the limber chest.

3.12 Battery Officers and the Battery First Sergeant will ensure that enemy combatants are directed
away from guns that are experiencing a misfire.
3.13 Following the conclusion of the battle, all guns will be cleared. Sidearms will be either
unloaded or the remaining chambers will be discharged prior to returning to camp.

4 Safety in Camp
4.1
The Battery Street will be kept clear of clutter to allow for the safe movement of soldiers and
civilians. Tables and chairs are authorized to be used outside of tents and flies, but should be generally
out of high traffic routes.
4.2
Any fires will have at least one water bucket nearby at all times. A fire should only be left
unattended during the battle or at night after taps. The First Sergeant or Battery Officers will ensure
that when a fire is left unattended it is not left immediately after being fed, that the water bucket is
present, and that fuel or other objects are not left close to the fire. At night, fires should be banked to
preserve the heat and make reviving the fire in the morning easier. If high winds or other conditions
conducive to the fire becoming unmanageable are present, the First Sergeant or a Battery Officer will
detail a Battery member to stay behind and manage the fire. During these times, the fire should be
extinguished at night, not left unattended.
4.3

No candle or lantern should be left lit unattended at any time.

4.4

Black powder will be kept away from the fire, lit candles, and lit lanterns at all times.

4.5
Sidearms will not be kept loaded in camp. They should be loaded immediately preceding the
battle.
4.6
No weapons or explosives of any kind will be discharged in camp unless as part of a
predetermined scenario, such as a candlelight tour, where the scenario has been worked out and
approved by the Battery Commander or Battery Safety Officer beforehand. Weapons may be
discharged in a designated area outside of camp.
4.7
All Battery Officers and Non-Commissioned Officers will familiarize themselves with the
event’s safety features. They should know where first aid can be obtained, and how to contact modern
medical services.
4.8

First Aid kits are available on the Battery Bus, in the limber chests, in the Safety Officer’s tent.

4.9

Weapons, ammunition, explosives, and dangerous tools will not be left out unattended.

4.10 Battery members will complete a medical history form for use during emergencies, so that
Battery Officers can answer medical questions about members in the event of their injury.

5 Individual Weapon Safety

5.1
Rifles, Muskets, and Carbines are not authorized for use by Battery members when serving the
guns.
5.2
Pistols are only authorized for use by Battery Officers and the Battery First Sergeant when
serving the guns.
5.3
Battery members using an individual weapon (rifle, musket, carbine, pistol, or saber) must be
familiar with the safe use of the weapon and demonstrate such to the Battery Safety Officer prior to
using the weapon in camp or on the battlefield.
5.4
Ammunition for individual weapons will be stored safely in the Battery member’s tent or car,
and not in plain view. No paper cartridge will use glue, tape, or staples to create or close it.
5.5
Individual weapons will not be loaded while in camp, unless as part of a scenario described in
paragraph 4.6.
5.6
Pistols not using pre-made cartridges should be loaded in a safe and secure area away from the
public.
5.7
Rifle, Musket, and Carbine ammunition should use F or FF grade black powder. Pistols should
use FFF grade black powder. Under no circumstances should Pyrodex or other gunpowders be used in
any period firearms.
5.8
To load a pistol without a cartridge pour powder from the flask into the measure. Pour the
powder from the measure into the chamber, rotating to fill all the chambers. Ram the powder after the
chambers are filled. Pour cream of wheat on top of the powder in each chamber, filling it to the top.
Ram the cream of wheat after the chambers are filled. Repeat this until the chambers are completely
filled. Place a cap on the cone of each loaded chamber. Battery members are authorized to use
vaseline, crisco, or beef tallow to cap their chambers if desired, but are not authorized to use wonder
wads, corks, or other objects as wadding.
5.9
Cartridges for all firearms must be made of paper. The proper type for period cartridges is
unprinted newsprint. Rifle, Musket, and Carbine cartridges may include toilet tissue and string. Pistol
cartridges may have small amounts of glue from a gluestick and flash paper or cigarette paper. No
cartridge may use facial tissue (or heavier) wadding, white glue, tape, or staples.
5.10 Pistols should be carried with the hammer between cylinders to prevent the hammer from
resting on a cap, reducing the likelihood of a negligent discharge. When not being fired, pistols will be
carried in a holster. If a Battery member lacks a holster, he may not carry a pistol.
5.11 Rifles, Muskets, and Carbines when fired by a Battery member as part of a scenario or a display,
may be loaded using the procedures outlined in any of the appropriate standard period tactical manuals.
Rammers may be drawn, and the cartridge may be rammed on top of the charge as wadding. The
weapons will always be fired in a safe direction and under the supervision of a Battery Officer or the
Battery First Sergeant. When attached to an infantry or cavalry unit, Battery members using rifles,
muskets, or carbines will adhere to their host unit regarding weapon-handling, and loading procedures.

5.12 Bayonets may be carried by Battery members when carrying a rifle or musket, so long as they
Battery member has a scabbard to keep it in. Bayonets may be fixed during guard duty, or other
instances where appropriate, but should be returned to the scabbard immediately thereafter.
5.13 Sabers may be carried by any cannoneer, non-commissioned officer, or officer of the battery in
camp, or on parade. Sabers may only be carried on the field by Battery Officers and the Battery First
Sergeant. Only Model 1860 Light Artillery Sabers are authorized for enlisted men. Other patterns may
be authorized for officers. Battery members will carry sabers in a scabbard. Battery members lacking
a scabbard will not carry a saber. Sabers will not be sharpened beyond the condition they were
purchased in.
5.14 Sabers will only be drawn when ordered, when required of officers in formation, or for display
purposes. Battery members drawing a saber will ensure that it is drawn safely, and that those around
are aware of the action. Fencing, saber drill, simulated combat, and other swordplay are not authorized
without a Battery Officer present to instruct or supervise.
5.14 No other sheath knives, swords, or other weapons are authorized to Battery members at events.
Exceptions may be made for displays or other instances, upon the authorization of the Battery
Commander or the Battery Safety Officer.
5.15 The Battery Safety Officer, or in his absence, the senior Battery Officer present, may allow for
exceptions to the Battery rules for Individual Weapons on a case by case basis after reviewing
individual requests for safety considerations.

6 Bus Safety
6.1

The bus will only be operated by a properly licensed Battery member.

6.2

The winch system will only be operated by a properly trained Battery member.

6.3
When loading and unloading the guns, the person attaching the hook to the clevice gives all
commands.
6.4
When loading and unloading the guns, no personnel should be standing behind the bus or the
ramps unless the safety bar is in place or the winch is attached to a gun.
6.5
When unloading the guns, no personnel should be standing behind the bus or the ramps during
active winching operations until the gun or limber has reached the bottom of the ramp. No personnel
should be standing behind the ramp during loading operations after the gun or limber has been aligned
with the ramps.
6.6
Care should be exercised during loading and unloading operations in order to prevent injury.
There are many pinch points, low ceilings, and moving parts, which require constant vigilance on the
part of Battery members engaged in loading and unloading operations.

7 Cannon Ammunition

7.1
Cannon ammunition will be manufactured using the patterns on hand by the battery. Cartridges
shall be constructed of heavy duty boiler foil, and contain sixteen ounces of Cannon or F grade black
powder for a twelve- or twenty-pounder gun or no more than twelve ounces of the same for a tenpounder gun. They shall not consist of any other ingredients or materials.
7.2
Cartridges will be manufactured away from fire, electricity, and primers during daylight hours
in as dry a place as possible. Cartridges will not be manufactured in front of the public.
7.3
Cartridges will be stored in modern wooden or metal Army ammunition boxes when not in the
limber. In the limber chest they may be stored in ammunition boxes or if the limber is configured
according to period specifications, loose in the rows for ammunition.
7.4
Friction primers will be stored in the Tube Pouches in the Gunner’s Haversacks in the limber, or
in a separate water-tight box away from the limber. They will not be stored loose in the limber, or
otherwise in the vicinity of the cartridges.
7.5
The Safety Officer will be responsible for ordering and maintaining Friction primers, and will
identify and dispose of bad lots of primers to ensure the best operation of the battery.
7.6
No flames or electronics are permitted in tents used to store loose powder and finished
cartridges.

8 Other Guidance
8.1

Other safety rules may be added by a vote of Battery G’s board at any time.

8.2

The modification or suspension of safety rules may only be done by a vote of Battery G’s board.

8.3
When operating as part of another organization, such as the Illinois Volunteer Artillery
Regiment, or the Western Artillery Reserve, it is the responsibility of the Saftey Officer to coordinate
safety with higher headquarters, and to disseminate new safety procedures from higher headquarters to
the Battery members present at the event where those procedures are in place.

Appendix 1
The Manual of the Piece of the National Civil War Artillery Association
Note: This drill is included for reference purposes only. At times, the Battery will be required to use
this drill if required by a specific event.
LIMBER DRILL
The procedures and commands presented below are recommended and endorsed by the National Civil
War Artillery Association, in the preparation of the gun crew at the limber prior to posting on the gun.
All commands are CAPITALIZED while descriptions of the action are in normal print. When specific
cannoneers are involved in the action, the individuals illustrated are darkened.
Position A: With gun and limber previously placed, the Gunner or Chief-of-the-piece has moved the
gun crew (detachment) into position to begin the manning of the piece. The detachment is at rest. The
command of the detachment has been relinquished to the Gunner. The Gunner initiates the preparation
sequence.

Gunner orders: DETACHMENT, ATTENTION, POST ON THE LIMBER, MARCH. (Gun crew
advances to Position B)
Position B: Numbers 1 and 2 locate themselves near the outside rear of the right and left limber wheels
followed by 3, 4, and 5. The Gunner advances to a position between the limber and gun, and then faces
the limber Numbers 6 and 7 locate themselves close to the rear of the limber chest. Number 6 unlocks
the chest assisted by 7 who holds open and closes the chest as necessary. Number 8 locates himself so
that he may observe the equipment exchange and the activities of the spectators
Gunner orders: DISTRIBUTE EQUIPMENT
Number 6 takes charge of the gun crew. The Chief-of-the-Piece observes from a convenient position.

Number 6 issues gauntlets to numbers 1 and 2, when the exchange is completed. Number 6 orders the
detachment to advance. Number 7 may also aid in the distribution of equipment on his side of the box.

Number 6 orders: DETACHMENT, ONE STEP FORWARD, MARCH (Gun crew advances to
Position C)
Position C: Numbers 1 through 5 moves forward one step:

Number 6 issues a tube pouch (for the primers) and a lanyard to Number 4, Number 6 issues a second
pouch with thumbstall, priming wire (vent prick), gimlet, pliers, and vent brush to Number 3. Numbers
5 and 7 assist Number 3 with the thumbstall and pouch adjustments. When the exchange is completed,
Number 6 orders the detachment to advance. (Gun crew advances to Position D)
Position D: Numbers 1 through 5 moves forward one step. Number 5 stands next to Number 7.

Number 6 issues the cartridge haversack to Number 5. When the exchange is completed, Number 6
orders the chest cover closed.
Number 7 closes the cover. Number 6 informs the Gunner that all exchanges have been accomplished.
Number 6 reports: EQUIPMENT HAS BEEN DISTRIBUTED
Satisfied that the crew has been properly outfitted, the Gunner takes command and moves the crew to
the gun.
Gunner orders: DETACHMENT, ATTENTION, POST ON THE GUN, MARCH (Gun crew advances
to Position E)
Position E: Numbers 1 and 3 advance to the right side of the gun, Numbers 2 and 4 to the left side.
Numbers 1 and 2 locate themselves outside the gun wheels near the front edge of the wheel. Numbers 3
and 4 locate themselves outside the gun wheel aligned opposite the cascabel. Number 5 locates himself
near the front of the Limber pole. Number 1 through 4 and 6 and 7 will perform their duties of serving
the gun from these positions. The Gunner and Number 5 will move about as necessary between the gun

and the limber Number 8 will move as required to ensure the safety of the ammunition chest and the
spectators.

When each of the crew is in position, the Gunner will direct the loading of the piece. The Gunner will
order the further preparation of the gun and its service by the crew. The Chief-of-the-Piece monitors the
drill from a convenient position, observes the activities of the spectators and relays the orders of the
Section Officer to the Gunner and the cannoneers.
SCHOOL OF THE PIECE
LOADING
Below are the commands and procedures recommended by the National Civil War Artillery
Association in the loading of artillery pieces. All verbal commands and responses are CAPITALIZED
while all actions are in normal print. When specific cannoneers are involved in an action, the
individuals illustrated are darkened.
This sequence of activities (steps) commences after the detachment has been marched into position and
posted as in Position E of the Limber Drill. Any activity may be interrupted by the command "Cease",
“Halt” or “Stop” and will stop any and all gun activity. This may be ordered by any cannoneer at
anytime. The command "Commence Loading," ordered by the Gunner, reinitiates action.
Gunner orders TAKE IMPLEMENTS (Cannoneers take up their implements and prepare to respond to
additional orders.)
Position A: Number 1 detaches the sponge bucket and positions it on the ground. He takes the wet
sponge from its hanger, wets it in the bucket and, keeping the wet sponge in hand, returns to his post
(facing forward as described in Position E above). Number 2 takes the dry sponge and the worm from
their hangers and, keeping the worm in hand, returns to his post (as described in Position E above).
Number 3 uncovers the vent and removes the handspike from its hanger, placing it in the pointing rings
at the trail of the piece. The Chief-of-the-Piece informs the Gunner of the firing order, the number of
the gun and other information from the Section Officer. When implement acquisition has been
completed, Numbers 3 and 4 face front, and the Chief-of-the-Piece returns to a place where he can
coordinate the loading and firing sequences.

Satisfied that all implements are in hand, the cannoneers are properly posted, and that the gun has been
prepared, the Gunner begins the cleaning steps in the loading sequence.
Gunner orders- ATTENTION DETACHMENT, LOAD BY DETAIL, LOAD
All cannoneers come to attention for the first step in the loading sequence. Position A: Numbers 1 & 2,
with their implements in hand, turn inward to face each other.
*At Load, Gunner can add: LOAD, (TYPE OF ROUND), RANGE (xxx) YARDS or, if in a practice
situation, LOAD, SIMULATED (or LIVE) CARTRIDGE (This order alerts the cannoneers and specifies
the type of cartridge to be prepared and can also add other instructions.)
Chief of the Box repeats: LOAD (TYPE OF CARTRIDGE) RANGE (xxx) YARDS. The gunner then
issues the command to proceed.
Gunner orders: TEND, VENT or TEND THE PIECE (Number 3 steps well inside the wheel
establishing Position B)

Position B: Number 3 cleans the vent using the vent brush. Then Number 3, with the thumbstall on his
left thumb, places the thumb-stall over the vent with the fingers to the left side of the gun tube and the
elbow elevated to exert downward pressure to shut off the flow of air to the tube. Having accomplished
this, Number 3 announces the completion of the step.
Number 3 reports: VENT STOPPED
Satisfied that the vent is properly covered and that no air can escape, the Gunner continues the cleaning
steps.
Gunner orders: WORM

Position C: Number 2 steps obliquely to the left with the left foot and brings the right foot square
therewith and introduces the worm onto the tube. Number 3 keeps the vent stopped. Number 2 runs the
worm down the tube seating it at the breach. He turns the worm two or more times, in order to pick up
any debris, which may be in the tube. After turning the worm, number 2 withdraws the worm slowly
extracting whatever the worm has picked up. He may re-worm if there is any indication that debris is
left in the lube. When the task has been completed, Number 2 returns to his post, announces that the
step as been accomplished, places the worm either on its stand or with the head upon the axle and the
shaft running toward the front of the gun, parallel to the barrel (Note: for those crews choosing to use a
separate implement to "dry sponge" Number 2 would now place the worm down and take the dry
sponge).

Number 2 reports: WORMED
Gunner orders: SPONGE (or WET and DRY SPONGE if appropriate)
Number 1 steps obliquely to the right with the right foot and brings the left foot square therewith and
places the sponge down the tube pushing it all the way to the breach. Number 1 turns the sponge twice
and then withdraws it halfway, where he turns it once, then reseats the sponge to the breach and again
turns it twice The sponge is then withdrawn completely and cleared of any debris.
Number 1 reports: WET SPONGED
Number 1 or Number 2 then repeats the entire sponging step, so there will be two distinct sponging
steps performed. (Note: a separate dry sponge may be used.) If Number 2 is utilized to complete this
process, he steps obliquely to the right with the right foot and brings the left foot square therewith. He
runs the sponge down the tube pushing it all the way to the breach. Number 2 turns the sponge twice,
and then withdraws it halfway, where he turns it once, then reseats the sponge to the breach and again
turns it twice, but in the opposite direction. The sponge is then withdrawn completely and cleared of
any debris. Having accomplished the task, Number 2 returns to his post and announces
DRY SPONGED. Number 1 then spins the sponge around and taps the underside of the barrel twice
with the head of the rammer. He places the rammer on the edge of the muzzle, the rammer staff
extending horizontally to the right side of the tube. This signals that sponging is complete and the tube
and the crew are ready for the round.
(If Number 1 completes both the wet and dry sponging steps, he will report SPONGED)
Satisfied that the gun tube is clean and that the vent is stopped, the Gunner initiates the loading of the
cartridge.

Gunner orders: ADVANCE THE CARTRIDGE (This order starts a series of actions at both the gun
and the limber.)
Position D: Number 5 walks from his post at the end of the limber pole to the limber chest to receive
the cartridge. Number 7 opens the chest and holds the cover. Number 6 selects the cartridge and,
assisted by Number 7, removes and stores the packaging. Number 6 places the cartridge in the
haversack carried by Number 5. Number 7 closes the chest cover. Number 5 advances the cartridge to
the Gunner who inspects the content of the haversack, looking for loose powder. All being as specified,
Number 5 advances to Number 2 via a route to the outside of Number 4. While Number 5 obtains the
cartridge, Number 2 places his implement in its stand (or upon the axle as previously described) and
positions himself inside the wheel with his back to the gun tube. Number 5 stations himself outside the
wheel opposite Number 2. Number 5 opens the haversack and lifts it so that Number 2 may reach into
it to obtain the cartridge. Taking the cartridge, Number 2 turns to his left, counterclockwise, and inserts
the cartridge into the muzzle, ensuring that it is properly placed for the rammer. Number 5 moves to his
original post after delivering the cartridge, again traveling on the outside of Number 4.Number 2 now
returns to his post near the hub, takes up the worm, and announces that the task has been completed.
(NOTE: In most cases number 2 is expected to place his implement on the hub at this time. This will
signal that there is a load in the tube and ready to be seated.)

Number 2 reports: CARTRIDGE ADVANCED or ROUND IN
Gunner orders: RAM
After confirming the vent is well stopped, Number 1 runs the cartridge down the tube using one hand
on the rammer shaft, keeping the thumb uninvolved, with the body behind the muzzle as much as
possible. Simultaneously, Number 1 moves toward the axle of the carriage (being careful not to
actually contact any part of the gun with his body) and his hand passes underneath the tube. (Note:
After seating the round, Number 1 should wait a few seconds before grasping the ram again. There is
always increased danger as the cartridge is pressed against the breech.) Prior to final seating the charge,
he withdraws the rammer about 1 foot and gives a final light thrust, releasing the rammer as the charge
is seated at the breach. After a brief pause, the rammer is then completely removed, one-handed,
thumb uninvolved. Number 1 then moves to the right wheel axle hub and places the rammer on top of
the hub. He holds the rammer shaft upright in his left hand with the sponge slightly forward. This
indicates to all that the gun is loaded. It is also acceptable for number 2 to have the worm on the left
hub to signal a Round is in the tube.
Note: This is the most dangerous part of the loading procedure and requires extra care. This procedure
may vary form that listed above, due to equipment used, type of cartridge, type and construction of the

cannon, and many other factors. The gun owner and safety officer should be aware of different
procedures required and make the final decision as to these actions and the correct procedure. (See
addendum) Rounds must be constructed so they cannot leak powder, during seating process.
Number 1 reports: RAMMED
Gunner orders: SIGHT THE PIECE
(The purpose of this action is to allow the Gunner and the Chief-of-the-Piece to determine that the field
of fire is clear, the tube is at the proper elevation and it is safe to proceed. When this option is used, it
also adds an historic value.)
Position E: The Gunner advances and stations himself along the left side of the trail, left foot forward,
right leg extended alongside the trail. He sights along the tube or, if a sight is used, conducts a sighting
routine. The Gunner may manipulate the elevating screw. As the Gunner approaches the piece, Number
3 uncovers the vent, steps to his original post, pauses momentarily, and then moves to the handspike.
Number 3 may point the gun as indicated by the Gunner who taps on either the left or right side of the
trail indicating the desired direction. Being satisfied the field of fire is clear; the Gunner stands, reports
“Clear” and returns to his post. Satisfied that the loading is complete and that the area in front of the
gun is clear, the gunner initiates the firing sequence.

SCHOOL OF THE PIECE
FIRING
Below are listed the commands and procedures to be followed by the National Civil War Artillery
Association in the firing of artillery pieces. All verbal commands and responses are CAPITALIZED
while all actions are in normal print. When specific cannoneers are involved in an action, the
individuals illustrated are darkened.
This sequence of activities (steps) commences after the cannoneers have completed the loading
sequence and are posted as in Position E of the loading sequence. As stated previously, any of the
following activities may be interrupted by the command "Cease, Stop or Halt." "Cease, Stop or Halt"
may be ordered by any cannoneer at any time. The command "Commence Firing," ordered by the
Gunner reinitiates the action.
Gunner orders: READY THE PIECE (This command alerts the cannoneers that the firing sequence has
begun. Numbers 3 and 4 prime the charge.)

Position A: Numbers 3 and 4 simultaneously step inside the wheels. Number 3, while keeping his face
away from the vent, inserts the priming wire holding the shaft or the bow of the wire between his
fingers. Number 3 punctures the powder bag and removes the Priming wire. Number 4 hands the
friction primer (Hooked or Not) to Number 3 who places it in the vent. Number 4 then hands the hook
end of the lanyard to Number 3 (if not hooked previously) and steps outside the wheel (facing
forward or back) setting himself in position so that he can see the cannoneer that will give the fire
order. Number 4 nods to Number 3 who attaches the lanyard hook to the primer (if not already done).
Number 3 may announce: PRIMED. Number 3 then steps outside the right wheel to his original post.
(There is an alternate method, where Number 4 hooks and sets the primer, described elsewhere.) See
addendum

Number 4 reports: PIECE IS READY
Satisfied that the gun and the cannoneers are ready to receive the fire order, the Gunner may issue the
"Prepare” command, or if other orders are standing, he may report to the Chief-of-the-Piece or the
Section Officer that the piece is prepared to fire. In some units Number 1, 2 and 3 come to the
PREPARE or FIRING POSITION when Number 4 reports the piece ready. This adds an extra measure
of safety if the “Prepare” command is omitted.
Gunner orders: PREPARE, or he may relinquish control of the fire order and reports: NUMBER (x)
GUN IS PREPARED
(The "Prepare” command is directed to the cannoneers. The "Gun x, Prepare -- ----" report is directed
to the Chief-of-the-Piece. When the "Prepare” order is initiated by either the Gunner or, by his proxy,
another NCO or Commissioned Officer, the cannoneers respond. (Note: it is important that the Gunner
stay involved, if even as an echo to the officer giving the command. This alleviates confusion that may
result in a Number 4 picking up the FIRE command from another crew. It is essential that the Number 4
has eye contact with the individual giving the command, and as such, keeping the Gunner involved, no
matter what, provides that connection.)
Position B: Number 1 removes the rammer from the hub and steps to his original post where he
assumes the position for firing by bending his left knee, placing the head of the rammer onto his right
foot, while holding the shaft in his left hand, and covering his right ear with his right hand. His eyes are
on the muzzle of the gun and that area of the safety zone that can be seen while looking out over the
muzzle. Number 2, on the opposite side of the gun takes a mirror image position to Number 1. His eyes
are on the muzzle of the gun. Number 3 assumes a position for firing similar to Number 1. His eyes are
on the vent. Number 4 makes eye contact with the cannoneer that will give the fire command. The
lanyard is extended and taut. Number 4, holding the handle of the lanyard and keeping it lower than
the vent, grips the handle in his right or left hand so that the back of the hand is toward the primer with

the lanyard protruding between the second and third fingers close to the knuckles. The command to
"Fire" or "Hold”, follows immediately after the cannoneers are in the Prepare to Fire Positions.

Gunner orders: FIRE (If he has relinquished control, the order to "Fire" originates from the same
cannoneer as the "Prepare " command.)
Number 4 pulls the lanyard smartly. The gun discharges.
The loading sequence for the next round may now be started. (Note: The sequence is not complete until
the vent is tended, the gun wormed and sponged.) A minimum of two minutes will be allowed to elapse
between the command of "Fire, "just executed, and the introduction of a load to the bore.
A minimum of three minutes should be allowed to elapse between the “Fire” commands.
SCHOOL OF THE PIECE
MISFIRE SEQUENCE
If the gun did not discharge or it is perceived that the gun has not fired, any of the cannoneers may call
a misfire.
Any cannoneer reports: MISFIRE
Gunner acknowledges: THE PIECE HAS MISFIRED
Gunner orders: DO NOT ADVANCE - THE PRIMER HAS FAILED (No further attempt is made to
service the gun except Numbers 1 and 2 take alternate post.)
Position C: Numbers 1 and 2 cross their implements high above the gun at the approximate center of
the axle. This display indicates to everyone on the field that a misfire has occurred. All cannoneers will
stand clear of the gun for a three-minute interval, starting when the last smoke from the vent is
observed. The interval is timed by the Gunner, starts after the last smoke is seen, and should be checked
by the Chief-of-the-Piece or a commissioned officer.

Gunner acknowledges: THREE MINUTES HAVE ELAPSED (after the last smoke was seen)
Gunner orders: Number 2 Re-pick and Prime or Number 2, take charge of the Piece (Numbers 1, 2, 3
and 4 begin the procedure to clear the misfire.)
Position D: Number 1 and Number 2 disengage the crossed implements. Number 1 moves into a
position near the hub on the outside of the right wheel. Still holding the rammer shaft upright and tilted
over the tube as if crossed, Number 1 must make room for Number 3 to advance with the tools (either
in front of or behind the position of Number 1) Units should decide for themselves on this option.
Number 2 places the worm in the implement stand and steps inside the left wheel by hugging the wheel
and keeping his back to the muzzle and the tube. He stations himself facing to the rear of the tube in
such a manner as to use his left hand to work the vent. Number 3 advances to his misfire station near
Number 1 and positions himself outside the right wheel, near the axle hub. Number 3, working above
the right wheel, hands the proper tools to Number 2.. Number 2 works the vent and extracts the remains
of the primer, if any. Number 2 returns the tools to Number 3. (Note: Number 2 and Number 3 should
assess the situation and determine if the primer is protruding enough from the vent to utilize pliers or if
it is set low and requires a gimlet). Number 2 would normally keep his back to the tube and work the
vent with his left hand. Number 3 must position himself so that he or Number 2 does not reach over the
vent during the exchange of tools.

Number 2 reports: PRIMER EXTRACTED or THE VENT IS CLEAR
Number 3 hands the priming wire to Number 2, Number 2 inserts the priming wire, holding the shaft or
the bow of the wire between his fingers of his left hand. ( Never working across the body) He
attempts to puncture the powder bag and removes the wire from the vent.
Number 2 returns the priming wire to Number 3 who moves to his original post.
Number 2 reports: POWDER (Indicates charge is punctured) or THE CHARGE IS NOT SEATED (If
it is determined that the charge is not seated, removal of live charge sequence should be initiated. If the
charge has been punctured, the misfire sequence continues.)
Number 4 advances and stations himself outside the left wheel, centered on but clear of the hub.
Number 4, working above the left wheel, hands a friction primer to Number 2. (The hook may already
be hooked to the primer-unit choice) Number 2 places the primer in the vent. Number 4 then hands the
hook end of the lanyard to Number 2 and moves to his position for firing the gun. When in position,
Number 4 nods to Number 2 who attaches the lanyard hook to the primer. Number 2 may announce:
PRIMED.

Number 2 steps outside the left wheel and returns to his post, with his implement on the hub.
Number 2 reports: PIECE IS READY
Satisfied that the cannoneers have cleared the misfire and that they and the gun are ready to receive the
"Fire" order, the Gunner issues the "Prepare" command.
Gunner orders: PREPARE (All cannoneers take the positions as described in Position B of the firing
sequence.)
Gunner orders FIRE
Number 4 pulls the lanyard sharply. The gun discharges.
Reseating and removing the charge sequence.
These sequences are initiated if, during a misfire it is determined that the charge is not seated or if a
second misfire occurs. When in the charge-not-seated condition, the Chief-of-the-Piece, the Section
Officer, the Safety Officer, or the Battery Commander may assume the responsibility for clearing the
misfire. Cannoneers will assist as required. Implements at their disposal may include a bronze worm,
pressure fire extinguishers, syringes, and other devices to flood the tube. It is always best to exhaust all
possibilities to rectify the problem, before attempting to extract the powder charge. Flooding the tube
with water to saturate the charge and wash it out might be one option. Pressure applied from a modified
fire extinguisher might also be used to remove the charge. Flooding the tube to use the bronze worm
may be required, but should be one of the last options. If the gun fails to fire for the second time,
"Misfire" is called as before. In this case, the steps in clearing the misfire will be repeated as described
in Position D of the misfire sequence up to the primer extracted step whereupon, the Chief-of-the-Piece,
or one of the officers will take command as in the charge-not-seated circumstance. (Note: No charge
should ever be reseated after a primer has fired into the chamber). After 3 attempts to prime and
fire, the gun should be shut down and steps to clear the tube should be considered. The Safety Officer
should again be notified at this point. If the bore has been flooded and a worm is to be used, no action
should be taken, with anyone down range. Wait as long as possible, after the bore has been flooded,
before attempting to remove the charge. This action should be made by order of the safety officer and
under supervision.
Securing the piece sequence
Once the "Fire" command has been executed, the Gunner, at order of the Chief-of-the-Piece or an
officer will terminate serving of the piece.
Gunner orders: CEASE to order CEASE FIRING (Cannoneers prepare to disengage)
The Gunner uses the cleaning steps as described in the loading sequence, beginning with the “cleanthe- vent” procedure and continuing through dry sponge to ensure that the gun tube is clean and clear.
Dry sponge being completed by Number 2, the Gunner issues the next command.
Gunner orders: SECURE THE PIECE (Cannoneers begin to stow the implements and secure the gun.)

Numbers 1 through 4 replace the implements, acquired initially as described in Position A of the
loading sequence, on their hangers. The sponge bucket, sponges, worm and handspikes are returned to
their proper positions. The vent cover is installed and all debris left from the firing sequence is
retrieved. When this has been accomplished, Numbers 1 through 4 return to their posts and come to
attention as in Position E of the Limber Drill.
Satisfied the gun and the implements are secure the Gunner continues the sequence.
Position E: The Gunner moves the gun crew to the limber where they will return the issued equipment.
Gunner orders: RIGHT ABOUT FACE
Numbers 1 through 4 turn to face the Gunner, Number 5 faces the limber.
Gunner orders: FORWARD MARCH
Numbers 1 through 4 advances toward the Gunner. The Gunner halts the gun crew at a convenient post.
Number 5 does not advance.
Gunner orders: HALT
The Gunner stations himself behind Number 2

Gunner orders: POST ON THE LIMBER MARCH or other commands to position the gun crew at the
limber. Number 5 rejoins the formation in front of number 3.
Position F: In formation, the detachment, moves to the limber and halts in a position as described in
Position E of the Limber Drill except, Number 1 through 5 and the Gunner are facing toward Number 8.
At this point, Number 6 and 8 take charge of the detachment and reacquire the issued equipment in the
order described in Position D, C, and B of the Limber Drill.

Chief-of-the-Box or the Chief-of-the-Piece will inspect all equipment and will open and search all tube
pouches for unused friction primers and the cartridge haversack for loose powder or other debris.
Residue from firing, aluminum foil, will be deposited with Number 8. When the equipment inspection
and exchange has been completed, Number 6 orders the chest cover closed and locked. Number 7
closes the cover. Number 6 or 8 informs the Gunner that all implements and equipment have been
retrieved.
Number 6 reports: EQUIPMENT HAS BEEN RETURNED
Gunner orders: DETACHMENT, FORM INTO FILES
Number 6 steps to the front of Number 4, Number 8 steps to the front of Number 6. Number 7 steps to
the front of Number 5. The Gunner may advance the detachment to clear the area of the limber.
This being accomplished, the Chief-of-the-Piece or the Gunner forms the detachment into a proper
marching formation. The detachment is marched to their next assignment.
DANGER ZONE
WARNINGS:
The blank cartridge (powder charge), when ignited in the field piece tube, throws a cone of flame 25
feet down range from the muzzle of the field gun. An accidental discharge with an object such as the
rammer, the worm or a small solid piece of debris in the tube will throw fragments down range an
unpredictable distance. The spent primer is launched upward in a column of flame as the field piece is
fired. It sometimes comes down outside the danger zone.

PRECAUTIONS:
During firing demonstrations, no one places anything in the Ammunition Chest or takes anything out
except Cannoneers Number 6 or Number 7. The Ammunition Chest cover is closed prior to the
"Ready" command and is kept closed until the piece has discharged or, in the case of a misfire, until the
misfire is cleared. When firing from an artillery line, the chest should also be kept closed while nearby
guns are being discharged. No debris of any description is to be stored in the Ammunition Chest. Do
not store Primers or Primer Related Materials in the Limber Chest.

Appendix 2
The Manual of the Piece of the National Park Service
Note: This is included for reference purposes only.
The movements and motions for each member of the detachment are derived from Barry, French and
Hunt, Instruction for Field Artillery, 1860 (Revised in 1864), which is by detail. In actual service the
only commands given by the Gunner are “Load,” “Ready” and “Fire.” For the purposes of instruction
of the detachment, or if desired to show the drill step-by step to the visitors, “Load by detail” may be
used. This procedure may not be used when firing blank or live rounds. Although instructive for No. 1
and No. 2 cannoneers, this loading procedure can seem disjointed and time consuming for other
members of the detachment and should be discontinued as soon as possible to let the detachment
experience the normal flow of the drill. In this procedure, the commands may be given by the Chief of
Section, Chief of the Piece or the Gunner. Each member of the detachment performs his duties with the
commands, which are: “Load by Detail—LOAD; two, three four: SPONGE, two three four: RAM, two,
three; READY; FIRE; CEASE FIRING.” It is highly recommended that the demonstrators become
familiar with the field artillery tactics of their historical period. Several manuals are available, many in
reprinted form, and the information contained in them varies little between versions. The demonstrator
should become well familiar with Artillery and its Duties, Organization and Equipment of Field
Batteries, The School of the Piece, Mechanical Maneuvers, and the Formations of the Battery.
Minimum Number of Demonstrators
The detachment for National Park Service artillery demonstrations shall consist of at least six people,
the Gunner and Cannoneers No. 1 through No. 5. A separate demonstration interpreter is required to
interact with visitors and monitor range safety.
Minimum Time Period Between Firings
Since rapid firing is one of the four principal causes of artillery accidents, it is not permitted in NPS
demonstrations. A minimum of ten minutes must pass between firings during demonstrations. This
pause also allows for interpretation to take place in between multiple firings.
Required Dress and Safety Equipment
- The demonstrators shall be dressed in all natural fabric period uniforms consistent with the time
period being interpreted.
- All demonstrators must wear period uniform coats or jackets when firing.
- It is recommended that items which may encumber the demonstrator, such as sabers, pistol holsters,
haversacks, etc. not be worn during the demonstration. Canteens may be worn or placed near the limber.
If haversacks are worn, they should be nearly empty with no cups attached to the outside. Spurs should
be worn only when a caanoneers is comfortable walking while wearing them.
- Cannoneer Number One wears heavy protective gauntlets, similar to welder’s gloves.
- Cannoneer Number Two wears buckskin or light leather gauntlets, similar to “cavalry” gauntlets.
- All demonstrators will wear appropriate hearing protection
Placing the Piece

This action should take place administratively unless the detachment intends to unlimber the piece prior
to firing (see appendix). The piece is taken to the drill ground, unlimbered, and prepared for action; the
limber in position behind the piece, and facing towards it; the end of the pole 6 yards from the end of
the trail handspike. If arranged in sections, the pieces are 14 yards apart.
Range Requirements
- A physical barrier must separate visitors from the demonstration area.
- Limber must be at least 7 yards away from visitors.
- Gun must be at least 12 yards away from visitors.
- No visitors must be forward of the plane of the muzzle face.
- There must be at least 50 yards of clear area down range.
Commands for Loading and Firing
In one-gun demonstrations the commands for loading and firing will be given by the Gunner. This
procedure is somewhat in variance with the procedure used in actual field service. Since in a battery
organization the Gunner would communicate those orders from the Chief of the Piece to his
detachment. For commands for firing by battery or by section, see the appendix of this manual. For the
purposes of this manual it is assumed that the Gunner will be giving these orders to the detachment
directly. It may be well to consider, however, the use of a Chief of the Piece, or Chief of Section, as the
interpreter as required by the National Park Service Historic Weapons Safety Standards. By doing this,
the safety requirements will be satisfied, and historical accuracy will be enhanced.
Command
To Your Posts
Commence Firing

Action
Directs the detachment to fall into their respective places on the piece.
When given by a superior or the interpreter, this command gives the Gunner
permission to direct his crew to load and fire without further orders.
Load Gunner’s executive command that signals the cannoneers to begin loading the piece.
Ready Gunner’s executive command that begins the process for preparing the piece to fire after the
round is loaded.
Fire The executive command that leads to firing the piece. Only the Gunner gives this command in a
one- gun demonstration. This point must be strictly adhered to, so as to prevent
Number 4, who is looking away from the piece when in firing position, from
prematurely pulling the lanyard.
Cease Firing
At this command the cannoneers will return to their positions at “To your posts.”
Since rapid firing is prohibited, “Cease firing” is given after one discharge of the
piece.
Stop This non- military command may be give by anyone who sees an unsafe condition such as a
violation of the range area. When “Stop” is called, all cannoneers will
immediately stop and maintain their positions with the following exceptions: 1.
If No.2 has the charge in his hands, he will put it back into the Gunner’s
Haversack. 2. If No. 1 is in the act of ramming, he will stop, withdraw the
rammer and step outside the wheel. 3. If the charge is seated, but the No. 1 is
still inside the wheel, he will step outside the wheel. Once safe conditions have
been restored, the gunner may restart the drill using the appropriate executive
command.
“TO YOUR POSTS”

Gunner: at the end of the trail handspike.
Number 1: about two feet outside the right wheel; with guns, in line with the front part of the wheels;
with howitzers, slightly in rear of the muzzle.
Number 2: about two feet outside the left wheel; with guns, in line with the front part of the wheels;
with howitzers, slightly in rear of the muzzle.
Number 3: in line with the knob of the cascable, covering Number 1.
Number 4: in line with the knob of the cascable, covering Number 2.
Number 5: five yards in rear of the left wheel.
Number 6: to the rear of the limber at the chest.
Number 7: To the rear of the limber and to the left of Number 6, covering Number 5.
All face to the front.
If the Chief of Piece is present, he is posted opposite the middle of the trail handspike, outside and near
the left cannoneers. In actual firing he takes his place on the right or left, where he can best observe the
effect of the shot.
Searching the Piece
No command for securing or searching the piece can be found in the original manual. This is because
the piece is meant to go into action after unlimbering and be secured prior to limbering. An
administrative action for ensuring the piece is unloaded and free of obstructions or debris has been
added to the NPS drill to enhance safety. Prior to each demonstration, the gunner will ensure that the
following procedure is performed.. The No.3 will step in and cover the vent with the thumbstall. No. 1
or No. 2 will step in and worm the piece to remove any foil residue or other objects from the bore. No.
3 will put the priming wire down the vent to check for obstructions then return to his “To Your Posts”
position. This procedure should be performed prior to each demonstration.
“LOAD, READY, FIRE” – Loading and Firing the Piece
The following tables give a brief description of the duties of each cannoneer at each command.
Although each member of the detachment is assigned specific duties, the process can only be
accomplished safely and effectively when all of the cannoneers work as a team. The motions described
below should like a choreographed dance to the observer. This manual cannot entirely convey the level
of cooperation required to produce an efficient drill. Constant practice that leads to a comprehensive
knowledge of each position and its relationship to the rest of the detachment is the only way to master
the duties described below. Following the detachment tables, are detailed instructions for each member
of the detachment based on the original manual as well as illustrations and additional reference tables.

LOAD
Gunner

No. 1

No. 2

Gives the
command
“LOAD.”

Faces left and
steps to the muzzle
in three steps
starting with the
right foot.

Faces to the right Takes one large
and steps to the
sidestep to the left.
muzzle, facing the
rear, in three steps
starting with the
left foot.

Uses the handspike Sponges bore.
to point the piece.

Places pendulum
Taps muzzle to
hausse on seat and signal No. 2 to
adjusts elevation. insert the round.

Rams the round
after No.2 is
outside the wheel.
Returns to position
outside the wheel,
facing the gun,
using three steps
starting with the
right foot.

No. 3

Covers the vent
with the thumbstall
on the left thumb.

No. 5

Hooks a friction
primer to the
lanyard hook and
awaits the “Ready”
command.

Faces about and
goes to the limber
repeating the
gunner’s choice of
ammunition.
Opens Gunner’s
Haversack to allow
No. 6 to put the
round inside.

Takes the round
from the Gunner’s
Haversack when
No. 1 taps the
muzzle.

Brings the round to
No.2 stopping first
at the gunner for
fused rounds.

Faces left and
places the round in
the bore.

Opens the
haversack when
No. 2 turns
towards him.

Returns to position
outside the wheel,
facing the gun,
using three steps
starting with the
left foot.

Returns to his “To
Your Posts”
position as soon as
No. 2 takes the
round.

Watches the No. 1
ram to ensure the
round is seated.
Turns clockwise
and goes to the
handspike after
No. 1 has cleared
the wheel.

Uses hand signals
to tell No. 3 how to
assist in fine
pointing.

Points the piece as
directed by the
gunner.

Gives
“touchdown” sign
to signal No. 3 to
return to his
position.

Returns to “To
Your Posts”
position when
given the
“touchdown” sign
by the gunner.

Moves back from
the gun and
assumes a good
observation
position.

No. 4

READY
Gunner

No. 1

No. 2

No. 3

No. 4

Gives the
command
“READY.”

Steps back with
the left foot.

Steps back with
the right foot.

Takes one large
Takes one large
sidestep to the left. sidestep to the
right.

Watches drill and
range for safety
issues.

Holds the sponge
rammer in both
hands with the
arms hanging
loosely (sponge to
the left).

Drops his hands to Punctures powder
his sides.
charge with the
priming wire.

Looks downrange
and watches the
area to the left of
the gun for safety
issues.

Looks downrange
and watches the
area to the right of
the gun for safety
issues.

No. 5
Remains in his “To
Your Posts”
position and
watches the
downrange area
directly in front of
the gun for safety
issues.

Places primer in
the vent after No. 3
removes the
priming wire.
Holds down the
lanyard along the
breech with fingers
placed just below
the hook.

Plays out enough
slack to allow No.
3 to hold down the
lanyard.

Maintains eye
contact with the
No. 4.

Maintains eye
contact with No. 3.
Side steps to the
left until lanyard is
taught.
Nods visibly to
signal No.3 to step
out.

Returns to his “To
Your Posts”
position when No.
4 nods.
Turns head to look
away from the gun
when No. 3 is
outside the wheel.

FIRE
When the gunner commands “FIRE,” the No. 4 pulls the lanyard by shifting his bodyweight to the left
and pulling his arm behind his
body.

KEY POINTS
Key Points at “LOAD”:
- The steps of No. 1 and No. 2 as they approach the muzzle should be taken in concert.
- The duty of No. 3 to cover the vent until the No. 1 has cleared the wheel is the most critical part of his
responsibilities during the loading sequence.
- The sequence for placing the round in the bore begins when No. 1 taps the muzzle. No. 2 should not
turn to take the round until he hears the tap. No. 5 should not open the haversack until the No. 2 turns
to take the round.
Key Points at “READY”:
- The Gunner should not give the “Ready” command until he is certain that all members of the
detachment are in the correct position and that the range is clear.
- The steps back of No. 1 and No. 2 should be made in concert.
- The side steps to the breech by No. 3 and No. 4 should be made in concert.
- No.3 must should not place his fingers through the priming wire loop nor place his hands or fingers
on top of the wire.
- If No. 3 does not feel the round being punctured, he should call “STOP” immediately so the charge
can be re-seated.
- Eye contact between No. 3 and No. 4 is critical to ensure that No. 3 sees the nod signal to return to his
post.
Key Points at “FIRE”:
- The Gunner should not give the “Fire” command until he is certain that all members of the
detachment are in the correct position and that the range is clear.
- No. 4 must use his body motion to pull the lanyard. Use of the arm may result in a whipped primer.
When the gun fires, all cannoneers will immediately begin their duties for the “Load” command
without further orders from the gunner. The gunner will wait until the No. 1 to insert the sponge before
commanding:
“CEASE FIRING”
At the command to “Cease Firing,” all cannoneers but the No. 1 and No. 3 will return to their “To Your
Posts” positions.
Position

Duties

No. 1

1. Continues sponging and removes the remaining foil.
2. If no foil comes out with the sponge, he will use the worm to secure the piece.

No. 3

1. Continues to tend the vent until No. 1 has cleared the wheel;
2. Runs he priming wire down the vent to make sure it is clear; and
3. Returns to his “To Your Posts” position

INSTRUCTION FOR INDIVIDUAL POSITIONS

The following are more detailed descriptions of the duties of each position. Although these duties may
be practiced individ ually, it is best to train as a detachment so that the cannoneers develop an
understanding of how their individual duties mesh with those of the other members of the detachment.
DUTIES OF THE GUNNER
The Gunner:
- Gives all executive commands in action during a one-gun demonstration;
- Is responsible for ensuring that all the numbers perform their duties correctly;
- And helps ensure that range safety is maintained during a demonstration.
1. On receiving the command or signal to commence firing, he gives the command “Load.”
2. He takes hold of the trail hand spike at the end with his right hand and at the center with his left. He
places his knee against the handspike near the left hand. He points the piece by using his body against
the handspike as a lever to drag the trail left or right.
3. When the gun is pointed, the Gunner moves to the breech and places the hauuse on its seat. He leans
down to look through the hausse by bending the left knee and keeping the right leg extended to the rear.
He adjusts the elevation by turning the elevation screw.
4. When No. 3 goes to the trail handspike, the Gunner will indicate to him the direction by tapping on
the trail. He taps on the right side to aim the muzzle to the right and taps on the left to aim the muzzle
to the left.
5. As soon as the Gunner is satisfied with the aim, he makes a signal by raising both hands (the
“touchdown” sign), so that No. 3 may resume his position at “To your posts.”
6. He then removes the hausse and moves to where he can best observe the detachment and range,
gives the command “Ready.”
7. When all cannoneers are in their proper positions and the range is safe, he gives the command “Fire.”
Note: It is important to note that the original manual states that the Gunner remove the hausse, give the
command “Ready” then to step out to observe the effect of the shot. For our purposes this is not
deemed advisable because, if the Gunner hurries, as there is sometimes a tendency to do, No. 3 will not
have sufficient time to return to this position outside the wheel and more importantly, before the
priming process begins, the gunner should be sure that the range is clear. To accomplish this end the
Gunner will move to a position where he has a good view down range before giving the command
“Ready.”
DUTIES OF THE NUMBER 1 and NUMBER 2 (BY DETAIL)
“TO YOUR POSTS”
No. 1 Stands facing forward opposite the front of the right wheel. Holds the sponge rammer at about
the middle of the staff in his right hand with the staff at a 45-degree angle.
No. 2 Stands facing forward opposite the front of the left wheel. Hands held at his sides.

“LOAD”
No. 1 Faces to the right. Steps obliquely to the right with his right foot, without moving his left, and at
the same time brings the sponge smartly to a perpendicular position by drawing his right hand up in
line with the elbow, which close to the side.
No. 2 Faces to the left. Steps obliquely to the left with his left foot without moving his right.
“TWO”
No. 1 He steps obliquely to the left with his left foot, planting it about halfway between the piece and
the wheel, and opposite the muzzle.
While making this step he brings his right hand to his chest placing the sponge staff at a 45 degree
angle across the body.
No. 2 He steps obliquely to the right with his right foot, planting it about halfway between the piece
and the wheel, and opposite the muzzle.
Note: When stepping in No.1 will insure that the distance he places himself in front of the muzzle will
not be so great as to prevent his body from being behind the muzzle when the charge is seated. In most
cases, the mid-line of the body will be aligned with the muzzle face.
“THREE”
No. 1 He steps up with his right foot and places it about 30 inches apart from the left so he has a
comfortably wide stance and his body is aligned parallel to the gun.
He bends his right knee and brings the sponge to the muzzle face with the staff parallel to the ground.
As he puts the staff in the proper position, he will slide the right hand as far as possible towards the
rammer without releasing it or changing the hand’s position.
No. 2 He steps up with his left foot to the position of attention with his body is aligned parallel to the
gun.
He faces to the right and brings his hands up to his chest.
Note: From this point forward, the No. 1 one’s feet should not move until he steps back from the piece.
All sponging and ramming motions will be executed by straightening and bending the knees and
moving his body weight back and forth.
“FOUR”
No. 1 While looking at the vent, the No. 1 1inserts the sponge- head into the bore.
He drops his left hand behind his thigh and straightens the right knee while bending over the left. This
shifts the body back towards the breech and will slide the sponge to the breech face.

No. 2 Remains in position looking back towards the limber.
Remains in position looking back towards the limber.
“SPONGE”
No. 1 He continues to look at the vent and turns the sponge for two full revolutions while holding it
firmly against the breech.
No. 2 Remains in position looking back towards the limber.
“TWO”
No. 1 He draws out the sponge by straightening his left knee, and bending his right and slides the right
hand to the middle of the staff.
He places the sponge against the muzzle face.
No. 2 Remains in position looking back towards the limber.
“THREE”
No. 1 He turns the staff by turning his right wrist to the right until the rammer is facing the muzzle.
He holds the staff with the left hand near the rammer while sliding the right hand towards the sponge.
He gently taps under the swell of the muzzle to signal No. 2 to insert the round.
Remains in position until No. 2 steps back outside the wheel.
No. 2 Remains in position looking back towards the limber.
He turns his upper body to the right and takes the round from the haversack that is opened by No. 5
when No. 2 turns.
He faces to the left and places the round (powder charge to the rear) into the bore.
He takes a large step back with the left foot. He steps slightly back and to the right behind the wheel
with his right foot. He places his left foot so it is even with the front of the wheel.
Note for No. 1: No. 1 should get the right hand as close to the sponge as possible. This will make the
ramming process easier.
Note for No. 2: No. 2 must check the round to make sure the powder charge is facing the rear when he
inserts into the bore.
“FOUR”
No. 1 He introduces the rammer-head into the muzzle.

He points the left hand over the gun towards the left trunnion.
He turns his head to the right to look down range.
He slides the right hand up the staff so the thumb is almost touching the sponge.
No. 2 Remains in position watching the No. 1’s ram to ensure the round is seated.
Notes for No. 1:
- The only time both hands will be on the sponge-rammer while the charge is in the bore is when
inserting the end of the rammer.
- It may be necessary to push the charge into the bore slightly in order to slide the right hand up to the
sponge. This is hand position is critical to ensure a proper ramming motion.
Note for No. 2: It is recommended that a mark be placed on the rammer staff to indicate how much of
the staff should be beyond the muzzle when a blank round is fully seated.
“RAM”
No. 1 He leans his body back by bending the left knee and straightening the right until the round is
seated at the breech.
No. 2 Remains in position watching the No. 1’s ram to ensure the round is seated.
“TWO”
No. 1 He straightens his body smartly and jerks the sponge out with his right hand, allowing it to slide
through the hand as far as the middle of the staff where he grasps it firmly.
He pulls the rammer head out of the bore and brings the rammer staff close to his body and grips it near
the rammer head with the left hand.
No. 2 Remains in position looking across the gun.
“THREE”
No. 1 He takes a large step back with the right foot. He then steps back and to the left with the left
foot behind the wheel. He brings his right foot to a position even with the front of the wheel and turns
the sponge rammer so it is perpendicular with the sponge up.
No. 2 Remains in position looking across thegun.
“READY”
No. 1 He steps back, and slightly to the left, with his left foot keeping both knees slightly flexed so as
to be standing comfortably.

He spins the sponge down and to the left and holds the staff with his left hand and lets his arms hang
loosely to form an “A.”
He turns his head to the right and looks downrange and observes the areas to the left of the gun.
No. 2 He steps back, and slightly to the right with his right foot keeping both knees slightly flexed so
as to be standing comfortably.
He drops his hands to his sides.
He turns his head to the left and looks downrange and observes the area to the right of the gun
“FIRE”
No. 1 Once the piece fires, he brings his left foot forward and brings the sponge rammer to a vertical
alignment in order to return to his position prior to the “Ready” command.
He begins performing his duties from Step 2 above at the command “Load” when drilling by detail or
immediately if the drill is not by detail.
No. 2 Once the piece fires, he brings his right foot forward order to return to his position prior to the
“Ready” command.
He begins performing his duties from Step 2 above at the command “Load” when drilling by detail or
immediately if the drill is not by detail.
DUTIES OF THE NUMBER 3 AND NUMBER 4
“TO YOUR POSTS”
No. 3 He stands in line with the knob of the cascable, covering No. 1. He holds the priming wire in
the right hand between the thumb and forefinger. The thumb stall is on his left thumb. The tube pouch
fastened to the waist on the right side.
No. 4 He stands in line with the knob of the cascabel, covering No. 2. The tube pouch is fastened to
his waist.
“LOAD”
No. 3 He steps to takes one large side step to the left.
He wipes the vent field with the thumb stall.
He places the thumb stall pad over the vent and rests his other fingers down the left side of the
reinforce.
He raises his elbow up to allow the Gunner to aim over his thumb. The right hand is on the tube pouch.
No. 3 keeps the vent closed until No. 1 has stepped back behind the wheel.

He then turns in a clockwise motion and moves back to the trail handspike.
He moves the gun left or right based on the Gunner’s hand signals. A tap on the right side of the trail
means move the trail slightly to the left. A tap on the left side means move slightly to the left.
When the gunner makes the “touchdown” sign, No. 3 returns to his “To Your Posts” position.
No. 4 inserts the lanyard hook into the ring of the primer, and stands fast. If possible, the open part of
the lanyard hook is up when the primer is inserted in the vent.
He stands fast.
Note for No. 3: It may be necessary to take more than one step to approach the vent for people with a
shorter legs.
Note for No. 4: Most commercially made primers have rings that are aligned vertically making it
impossible to point the open part of the lanyard hook up.
“READY”
No. 3 He steps to takes one large side step to the left.
Puts the priming wire down the vent gripping it with the thumb and forefinger to prick the charge.
Waits for the No. 4 to insert the primer and play out the lanyard.
Holds down the lanyard with the fingers of the left hand along the side of the breech.
Makes and maintains eye contact with No. 4.
Stands fast.
When the No. 4 nods, returns to his “To Your Posts” position using a large side step.
He stands fast.
No. 4 Takes one large side step to the right.
Waits for the No. 3 to prick the charge.
Inserts the primer into the vent and plays out about 6 inches of the lanyard for the No. 3 to hold.
Waits for No. 3 to hold down the lanyard.
Makes and maintains eye contact with No. 3.
Side steps to the side and slightly to the rear with the arm help parallel to the ground until the lanyard is
taught.

Makes a pronounced nod to the No. 3.
Once the No. 3 is clear of the wheel, he turns his head to look away from the gun.
Notes for No. 3:
- At no time will the fingers of the right hand be placed through the ring of the priming wire or the hand
placed on top of the ring.
- If the No.3 does not feel resistance from the foil when pricking the, he should call “STOP.” This may
indicate the charge is not properly seated, and the gunner may command that it be re-rammed. Do not
re-ram a round once fire has been introduced to the bore.
Note for No 4: Take care when assuming the firing position not to pull the lanyard in such a manner as
to prematurely fire the piece.
“FIRE”
No. 4 leans his bodyweight to the left by bending his knees and lets his right arm pass behind his body.
DUTIES OF THE NUMBER 5
“TO YOUR POSTS”
The position of No. 5 is covering the left wheel, 5 yards in rear of it. The haversack is worn, hung from
the left shoulder to the right side.
At the command “Load,” No. 5 walks to the ammunition chest.
Opens the haversack to allow No. 6 to place the round in the haversack so that the cartridge (powder)
will be to the front.
Takes the round to No. 2, stopping at the Gunner for fused rounds (See Below).
When No. 2 turns to take the round, holds open the pouch, and No. 2 takes out the round with both
hands.
Returns to his “To Your Posts” position and watches downrange area directly in front of the gun for
safety issues until the gun fires.
“LOAD”
Notes:
- For rounds with extenders or heavy foil in front, it is critical that the No. 5 ensure that the round is
placed in the haversack properly so that the powder will end up below the vent when loaded. The No.2,
and sometimes the gunner, should also check the round placement before it is inserted into the gun.
- In firing shells or spherical case, the No. 5 shows the fuse to the Gunner before delivering the charge
to No. 2. The No.5 will stop near the gunner’s aiming position and shout “Gunner, case (or shell) ___
seconds.” When the gunner turns, the No. 5 opens the haversack allowing the gunner to inspect the
round. The gunner may send the round forward by saying, “yes.”

- Should an emergency occur before No. 2 inserts the charge, No. 5 will go to the piece and have the
charged replaced in the haversack, until the emergency is corrected or, if the firing demonstration is
canceled, he immediately returns the charge to the ammunition chest.
DUTIES OF THE NUMBER 6
No. 6 is stationed in the rear of the ammunition chest, and issues the ammunition, making sure that the
round is placed with the charge (powder) facing forward in the gunner’s haversack. Historically he is
provided with a fuze gouge and prepares the shell and spherical case shot according to the distance or
time ordered, before delivering it to No. 5.
DUTIES OF THE NUMBER 7
No. 7 is in rear of and near the left limber wheel. It is his duty to assist No. 6 in the preparation of
ammunition and servicing of it to No. 5. He is provided with a haversack. In the NPS drill, the No. 7
mainly acts as an additional observer for safety issues.
“CEASE FIRING”
- When one round has been fired, the gunner will command “Cease Firing,” taking care not to do so
until the No. 1 has inserted the sponge. Once the cease fire command has been given, all cannoneers
will return to their “To Your Posts” positions except for the No. 1 and No. 3.
- No. 1 will finish the sponging process while No. 3 tends the vent. If the leftover foil does not come
out on the sponge, the No. 1 or No.2 will use the worm to remove the foil.
- When finished sponging, the No. 1 will return to his “To Your Posts” position.
- Once the No. 1 clears the wheel, the No. 3 will run the priming wire down the vent to make sure there
are no obstructions, and then he will return to his “To Your Posts” position.
“SECURE THE PIECE”
No command for “Securing the Piece” can be found in the original manual, however, this procedure
may be of benefit as part of the interpretive firing demonstration.
- The No. 1 will place the sponge rammer on its hook and slide the rammer down to the stop.
- The No. 3 will secure the sponge rammer with the chain and key.
- The gunner will remove the trail handspike from the pointing rings and hand it to the No. 4.
- No. 4 will secure the trail handspike on the left cheek using the ring and hook.
- Local protocols may include replacing the vent cover and tompion.
DIMINISHED NUMBERS
These positions, enumerated above, comprise the full gun detachment for National Park Service, 19th
Century Field Artillery demonstrations. A minimum of six (6) cannoneers are required to fire a cannon
during a National Park Service demonstration.
The period manuals contain a chart detailing the additional duties of cannoneers when less than eight
men are present. The National Park Service drill does not follow this chart. When only six cannoneers
are present, the No. 5 performs the duties of the No. 6 in addition to his own duties.
FIRING WITH A LINSTOCK AND QUILL PRIMERS

For those parks whose interpretive emphasis is the pre-Civil War era, or the friction primers are not
igniting properly, the piece can be fired with a linstock and quill primer. The duties of the detachment
are the same with the exception of No. 3 and No. 4.
No. 3: At the command “Ready,” No. 3 steps to the piece, pricks the cartridge with the priming wire
and inserts the primer. He then returns to this post.
No. 4: stands in line with the knob of the cascable, covering No. 2., at the command “Load,” he steps in
and takes the linstock from its socket, steps back again, and plants it in his rear, facing to his right and
stepping off with this right foot for that purpose. He lights the slowmatch, then he steps back to his
place outside the wheel; holding the linstock stock firmly in the right hand, finger nails to the front, the
linstock stock touching the wheel and the slowmatch inside of it.
At the command “Fire,” he raises his hand slowly, clear of the wheel, turning the back of the hand to
the front, brings the linstock rather in front of the vent and fires. As soon as the gun is fired he lowers
the linstock slowly.
Note: The manufacture of slowmatch can be found in the National Park Service 18th Century Artillery
Manual. The use of port-fires is prohibited.
“CHANGE POSTS, MARCH”
In order to instruct the men in all duties at the piece, the instructor causes them to change posts. For this
purpose he commands: 1. Change posts. 2. MARCH.
At the command Change posts, the men on the right of the piece face to the rear; those who have
equipments lay them down; No. 1 resting the sponge head on the nave of the wheel. At the command
MARCH, each man takes the place and equipment of the man in his front (6 man detachment).
No. 1 takes the place of No. 3.
No. 3 takes the place of of No. 6.
No. 6 takes the place of of No. 7.
No. 7 takes the place of of No. 5.
No. 5 takes the place of of No. 4.
No. 4 takes the place of of No. 2.
No. 2 takes the place of of No. 1.
The gunner changes with one of the numbers by special directions of the instructor.
PART V - MISFIRE PROCEDURES
Each park shall develop a written Misfire Plan to address the actions necessary to render the piece safe
in the event of a Level I or Level II misfire. The plan must include directions on where and how unfired
rounds will be disposed.
TYPES OF MISFIRES
A “Level I Misfire” is defined as a misfire that can be cleared at the demonstration area and the
demonstration can continue.

A “Level II Misfire” is a misfire that cannot be cleared at the demonstration area without disrupting the
demonstration. Specialized equipment is needed to make the piece safe.
CAUSES OF MISFIRES
Some Causes for Level I Misfires:
- The primer failed to ignite, or incomplete ignition.
- The primer was bent or flipped out of the vent due to improper pulling of the lanyard.
Some Causes for Level II Misfires:
- The cartridge was inserted with the extender end first.
- The cartridge tumbled in the bore so that the fire from the primer will not strike the powder charge.
- The cartridge was not seated fully. Once fire has been introduced to the bore, do not re-ram the charge!
- There is excessive foil on the base of the cartridge so that neither the priming wire nor the fire from
the primer will strike the powder charge.
- There is an obstruction in the vent, such as the remains of a primer which separated when last fired.
LEVEL I MISFIRES
The duties of the detachment are described below:
Demonstration Interpreter: The interpreter will explain the procedure to the audience and be alert for
possible range violations.
Gunner: In the case of a misfire, the Gunner immediately gives the command “Do not advance, the
primer has failed.”
Except in those cases where the primer simply slips out of the vent, or the lanyard hook slips from the
loop of the primer, the minimum waiting time is 30 seconds before attempting to reprime the piece.
When a misfire occurs, the judgment, experience and coolness of the Gunner is essential. In some cases,
such as smoke coming from the vent, it may be prudent to wait more than 30 seconds, but in no case
(except the two noted above) shall the waiting time be less than 30 seconds.
Note: In the event of a smoking vent, it is recommended that the 30-second count not begin until no
smoke is observed coming from the vent.
The Gunner will be alert during the repriming that all members of the detachment perform their duties
safely and correctly. All canonneers not mentioned in the drill table below, will remain in their “Ready”
positions until the Gunner determines that sufficient time has elapsed and gives the command:
“REPRIME THE PIECE”
Note: Before performing the following procedures, the No. 2 should remove any items that may
encumber him or make contact with the gun or carriage such as his canteen and/or haversack.
No. 2 Rises from the “Ready” position and steps with the left foot first to position near the axle tree.
Nos. 3 and 4 Step up to a position even with the axle, facing the gun.
No. 2 Reaches back with his left hand and removes the failed primer by grasping it between the index
and middle fingers. Drops the failed primer straight down to the ground.
No. 3 Stands Fast

No. 4 Hooks the lanyard to a friction primer.
No. 2 Takes the priming wire from No. 3 over the top of the wheel. Drops the priming wire into the
vent using the left hand. Grasps the shaft between the thumb and forefinger and re- punctures the
round. Returns the priming wire to No. 3 over the top of the wheel.
No. 3 Hands No. 2 the priming wire over the top of the wheel.
No. 4 Stands Fast
No. 2 Takes primer hooked to lanyard from No. 4 over the top of the wheel.
No. 3 Steps back to “To Your Posts” position.
No. 4 Gives No.2 the new primer hooked to the lanyard over the top of the wheel.
No. 2 Grasps primer wire between the index and middle fingers of the left and places it in the vent.
No. 3 Stands Fast.
No. 4 Steps back to “To Your Posts” position letting the lanyard slide down the back of the wheel.
No. 2 Holds down the lanyard with fingers of the left hand along the breech maintaining eye contact
with No. 4.
No. 3 Stands Fast.
No. 4 Side steps away from the gun maintaining eye contact with No. 2. Nods to No. 2.
No. 2 Takes hand off the lanyard, steps back outside the wheel, and assumes “Ready” position. Calls
out “Ready.”
No. 3 Stands Fast.
No. 4 When No. 2 says “Ready,” turns head and looks away from the gun.
The repriming procedure may be tried twice. Once three primers, including the initial demonstration
primer, have been expended, the piece should be unloaded using Level II misfire procedures. If the
primers are faulty (not igniting), an attempt can be made to fire the piece with slow match and quill
primers. This procedure is outlined below:
No. 2 steps inside the wheel and repricks the charge as before. No. 4 goes to the ammunition chest and
obtains a quill primer, returns to the piece and hands it to No. 2, who inserts it into the vent, then steps
back outside the wheel. While the piece is being reprimed, No. 5 lights the slow match, and brings it
up to No. 4 as soon as No. 4 has stepped back to his post. On the command “Fire,” from the Gunner,
No. 4 takes the linstock in the right hand from No. 5 and moves it in a high arc until the glowing end
touches the powder on the quill, firing the piece.

LEVEL II MISFIRES
When the piece has failed to fire after three primers have been expended, and the primers are igniting
properly, then it is evident that there is a serious problem with the cartridge. In most cases, the cartridge
was inserted backwards or the cartridge tumbled in the bore. In these circumstances, the piece will have
to be unloaded through the muzzle.
Unloading a piece through the muzzle is a hazardous and delicate procedure. Do not attempt to unload
through the muzzle until all evidence of smoke from the muzzle and vent has ceased. Every effort must
be made to move as carefully and coolly as possible. Distractions such as visitor kibitzing or razzing
must be eliminated by park personnel. It is best to explain the nature of the situation to the visitors and
move them away from the demonstration area.
This procedure is administrative and does not have to be performed using a set drill. It is recommended
that two experienced people perform the following procedures. The bulk of the detachment should be
used to secure the demonstration area and range.
Equipment
The following equipment will be necessary to safely unload the piece from the muzzle.
- No. 1 and No. 2 Gauntlets
- Priming Wire
- Water Supply
- Bucket(s)
- Two (2) 60 cc veterinary syringes
- Worm*
- CO2 Fire Extinguisher with Vent Adapter*
- Face Shield*
- Sponge Bucket
* The need for this item will be determined by the method used to unload the piece.
Procedure
After waiting at least ten (10) minutes. Two experienced cannoneers will perform the following
procedure to unload the piece from the muzzle.
1 One person will step into the No. 2 position for a Level I misfire while the other will bring a bucket
of water and the syringes to the Level I misfire position of the No. 4.
2 The person inside the wheels will take a full syringe, passed over the top of the wheel and inject the
water into the vent. He will repeat the process two more times.
3. The person inside the wheel will insert the priming wire into the vent and re-prick the charge.
4. The person inside the wheel will reach back and gently turn the elevating screw until the muzzle is
fully elevated.
5. The person inside the wheel will continue injecting water into the vent until it overflows. When this
happens, he will leave his position in the same manner as does No. 2 during a Level I misfire.
When Using a CO2 Fire Extinguisher:
6 One person will put on the No. 1 gauntlets and face shield and take the fire extinguisher to the rear of
the piece.

7 Holding the hose adapter in his strong hand and the cylinder release lever in his weak hand, No. 1
presses the adapter into the vent. Holding the adapter firmly against the breech, he gives a quick blast
of CO2, ejecting the cartridge.
8 The cartridge is placed in the sponge bucket and broken up to dissolve the powder.
9 The fouled water is disposed of as prescribed by the written misfire plan and the sponge bucket is refilled.
10 Depress the muzzle and allow excess water to drain from the bore.
When Using the Worm:
6. Fill the entire bore with water using buckets or a hose.
7 One person, wearing the No. 1 gauntlets will use the worm to remove the round.
8 The cartridge is placed in the sponge bucket and broken up to dissolve the powder.
9 The fouled water is disposed of as prescribed by the written misfire plan and the sponge bucket is refilled.
10 Depress the muzzle and allow excess water to drain from the bore.

Appendix 3
The Manual of the Piece of Battery G, circa 2004
JEFF LOVETT’S PREFACE, 1995
Civil War reenacting is an extremely fun hobby, but can also be very dangerous, especially the branch
of artillery. As Battery G continues to grow by ever increasing the number of members and field pieces,
it has become more and more demanding that the issue of safety be in the forefront of all our actions. It
takes only a few seconds to lose a finger or arm to a life by not paying careful and strict attention to
safety. As we travel across this country reenacting with other units, we sometimes see how unsafe
others act. It is up to all Battery members to make a personal pledge to always strive for safety with our
reenacting whether it is with the cannons, our pistols, camp fires, etc.
Due to the concern of our Board of Directors, Officers and general membership, we elected a Safety
Officer in 1994 to attempt to develop a Safety Manual which would include rules and practices which
could be adopted for the safety of Battery G members and the general public. This has not been an easy
task as there is not one definitive Safety book available which could be easily adopted for our uses. The
reenacting community is now realizing that the issue of safety is of paramount importance and is just
now developing different strategies and practices to develop safe habits and procedures. This unit is
one of the first in the country to attempt to develop such a manual and we can certainly take pride in
that accomplishment.
Many sources were used to develop this Safety Manual including full discussion with the officers and
non-commissioned officers of Battery G. This project is not one person’s idea of safety though a
compilation of the entire unit and for that, we can be thankful. As the unit Safety Officer, I do
appreciate everyone’s input and expertise. Many hours were spent discussing the issues and procedures
with many of you. In addition to numerous discussions, we have obtained information from a variety of
sources listed in the bibliography including two trips to the National Civil War Artillery School, Ft.
Niagara, New York headed by Chairman Frank Cutler. The information gathered there was the outline
for much of the material contained herein. Some sources, such as the marching drill, are listed in their
entirety from other sources. Some of this information may be copyrighted and is contained in this work
to be used only as a training tool for Battery G members. The search for accurate and complete
information, along with numerous meetings on this topic, have aided in the delay in presenting this
material, though hopefully, this material will be well worth the wait.
When this project was started, it was simply going to be a Battery G gun drill with detailed information
on cannon crew positions and procedures. As the process continued, it was thought that there are
numerous other safety issues and areas that need to be addressed and so this material was expanded to
include issues on pistol safety, saber safety, camp safety, etc. This work was then expanded an
additional time to include general information which may be useful to some of our membership
including general cannon information, military courtesy, marching drills and information on the
original Battery and our original field pieces. This is not meant to be a definitive booklet on all these
areas, though hopefully will contain information which can be used to broaden the knowledge of our
membership so not only do they learn more, but they can also impart some of that information to the
general public. The expansion of this work was not meant to 100% cover other areas or interfere with
the work of other Battery committees.
I’m sure that there are numerous grammatical errors and weaknesses which will be uncovered by the
reader. For these, I do apologize. This booklet can certainly be updated and changed from time to time

as the membership deems necessary. Any comments or suggestions would be greatly appreciated.
Thank you.
Jeffrey A. Lovett
2nd Lt./ Safety Officer
Battery G
2nd IL Lt. Artillery
1995

TIM TEDRICK’S PREFACE, 2004
It is with a considerable degree of trepidation that one should approach the revision of a document such
as this. Not only have many members of our Battery attended National Artillery Safety Schools, but
other members have acquired and read resources that may not have been consulted during the
preparation of the previous version. As the Safety Officer elected in the fall of 2001, it seemed
important to me to update the manual to reflect the changes in our drill, and to help eradicate some of
the inconsistencies that newly recruited artillerists were confronted with when they served under
different gunners. To accomplish this, the revised gun drill section was provided in draft form to all
officers and NCOs of the Battery. A meeting to discuss the changes was held at Zion, Illinois in August
2003. Recommended and majority approved amendments were incorporated so that a final version
could be completed in time for the fall Battery meeting and the drill posted on our web site
www.BatteryG.org. The remainder of the manual was completed in early 2004.
Advances in technology allowed me to incorporate into one document all the text and graphics so that
the updating and printing of subsequent editions would be more efficient. I have also endeavored to
provide copies of the “Master” to several members of the Battery so if something should happen to me
or my copy, the Battery would not need to start over.
Tim Tedrick
1st Lt. / Safety Officer
Battery G
2nd IL Lt. Artillery
January, 2004

BATTERY G GUN DRILL
GENERAL
The following gun drill has been developed by the officers and non-commissioned staff of Battery G,
2nd Illinois Light Artillery. We have tried to stay as close to historical drills as feasible though we have
changed a few areas with the idea of gun safety in mind. All reenactment cannoneers of Battery G will
be required to undergo training to familiarize themselves with this drill and the safety features
contained therein. No individual will be allowed to work on a gun crew unless they can show
proficiency with this gun drill. No one under the age of 14 will be allowed to serve on a gun during
actual firing. Those aged 14 and 15 are allowed to serve at position numbers 5, 6 or 7. At the age of 16
any position may be served provided the parent or guardian has given approval (need not be written)
and the artillerist has drilled and shown proficiency. At the sole discretion of any Battery G officer or
NCO an individual will not be allowed to serve on the piece during actual firing.
Membership cards are provided to Battery Members that have provisions for the Safety Officer to
designate which positions members have qualified to serve at. If a member has received qualification
from a recognized artillery school such qualification will be accepted unless actions by the member
indicate that the qualification is no longer warranted. On an as-needed basis subject to the discretion of
the Safety Officer, Battery Members may be required to re-qualify for duty on the guns.
As a general explanation of the reasons for some of the gun drill steps, it should be noted that after
firing, there remains within the barrel burning and unburned powder in addition to the aluminum foil
that contained the powder. In order to assure that the barrel is safe for reloading a vacuum is created by
the placing of the thumb stall over the vent hole. The removal of the aluminum foil and the subsequent
wet and dry sponging are performed while the vacuum seal is maintained. If the seal is not maintained
there is a risk that burning embers may be pushed up the vent hole during the insertion of the sponges,
and then drawn back into the bore during the withdrawal of the sponges. Therefore at any time during
the clearing of the piece, any of the cannoneers would yell “STOP VENT”. This should cause all
cannoneers to immediately cease their actions and Cannoneer #3 to recover the vent with his thumbstall.
Ear protection is a standard safety precaution. It is mandatory for cannoneers working Post #1 and Post
#2 to wear at least one ear plug. It is recommended that all cannoneers wear at least one ear plug. The
sonic boom created by the cannon is the result of the rapid movement of air caused by the burning of
the powder and can cause serious damage to the delicate portions of the ear.
During the operation of the gun, no member of the crew should take a “hit” if the gun is in the process
of being loaded or is loaded. The only exception would be if it is the “final shot” and there will be no
further loading of the gun, and one person is designated to fire the gun in a controlled fashion
As to movement of the gun while it is loaded, pointing and aiming of the weapon is acceptable. Any
movement that would require dropping the implements is not allowed. Additionally, any movement that
requires the raising of the trail is not allowed. There is the risk that the round could tumble out of the
barrel during the movement..
When an artillerist is at attention, it is described as follows: “The heels on the same line, and as near
each other as the conformation of the man will permit; the feet turned out equally, and forming with
each other something less than a right angle; the knees straight; body erect on the hips, inclining a little
forward; shoulders square; arms hanging naturally, with the palms of the hands turned a little to the

front; head erect; chin slightly drawn in; eyes to the front; the position of the whole body without
constraint; when the saber is worn, the left hand hangs by the side and over it.”
POST # 1
EQUIPMENT: Sponge/Rammer, Sponge Bucket, Gloves and Ear Protection for at least one ear,
Jacket
At the command “POST”, Cannoneer #1 proceeds to the front of the cannon, even with the front of the
wheel, standing at attention and facing the same direction as the piece. Cannoneer #1 should stand on
the outside of the wheel so that his body will not extend any further front than the wheel itself and his
left side is approximately one foot away from the outside of the cannon wheel.
At the command “TAKE IMPLEMENTS” Cannoneer #1 turns left, and after #3 unhooks the chain,
picks up the sponge/rammer implement and stands at attention with the rammer end of the implement
on his right toe. He is now facing towards the gun and Cannoneer #2. The staff is held in his right hand
with his left arm at his side, palm turned a little to the front. The rammer end is placed on the toe of the
shoe so as not to pick up any rocks from the ground which would later be introduced into the muzzle of
the gun.
After Cannoneer #2 has wormed the gun tube, the order of “WET SPONGE” will be given. At that
order, Cannoneer #1 will insert the sponge into the water bucket in order to get the sponge wet. He
should spin the sponge to disperse excess water. Generally the sponge should be wetted each second or
third round. The wet sponge is then place into the gun tube by having the cannoneer step into the area
between the wheel and barrel so that his body is always behind the front of the muzzle.
With the sponge balanced in both hands with palms up, thumbs pointed outward along the length of the
staff and no fingers wrapped around the sponge staff, the sponge is inserted into the front of the cannon
tube. The sponge is then pushed to the bottom/back of the bore, where it is turned a full revolution,
brought half-way out of the tube, turned 180 degrees and then pushed once more to the bottom of the
tube, turned a full revolution and then fully pulled out of the cannon. If the inside of the barrel does not
appear damp, nor is it damp to the touch the sponge was not wet enough. The sponge should be wetted
again, and the barrel sponged a second time.
Once the cannon is wet sponged, Cannoneer #1 steps outside the wheel in the former “Take
Implements” position. If the sponge is dripping water down the staff the sponge is too wet. It should be
spun again, and Cannoneer #1 should refrain from wetting it until it is sufficiently dry.
Once the cannon has been dry sponged, Cannoneer #1 looks backwards to Cannoneer #3 (Corporal)
and calls out – “PIECE CLEAR” or “PIECE CLEAR, CORPORAL”.
At the order of “LOAD”, a charge will be brought forward from the limber box by Cannoneer #5. Just
after this order is given, Cannoneer #1 will assume a position located outside the wheel at a 90% angle
to the barrel with the rammer end of the staff just touching the side of the muzzle swell. Cannoneer #2
will place the charge in the front of the muzzle, with Cannoneer #1 holding the charge in place and
nodding to Cannoneer #2 who steps away from the gun, remembering to take the worm with him.
Cannoneer #1 should wait until Cannoneer #2 places the worm on the hub of the wheel.
At the order of “RAM” and after assuring that Cannoneer #2 is safely in position, Cannoneer #1, with
only one hand on the rammer, the other hand in the direction of the back of the cannon, he should cast
his eye upon the vent to assure that Cannoneer #3 still has the vent hole sealed and will slide the charge
to the back of the cannon tube while at the same time stepping further back to his left and away from
the cannon muzzle. The right hand must have the back of the hand down, palm up, with the thumb
pointed outward along the line of the staff. When the charge reaches the back of the bore, Cannoneer #1
should drop his right hand from the staff and wait a few seconds. If the charge is going to prematurely
ignite, it is likely to do so at the ramming stage. If necessary, Cannoneer #1 should grasp the rammer
staff once more, withdraw it part way and reinsert it against the round to assure the round is properly

seated. Two ramming movements are suggested, though one is the preferred number. Additional
“pounding” of the round with the rammer should be avoided because of the risk of bursting the round
and increasing the risk of exposing gun powder to sparks or heat at the bore. It is important that the
charge be firmly set in the back of the tube for the charge to be exploded.
After the charge is set, Cannoneer #1 calls out either “ROUND HOME” or “ROUND HOME,
CORPORAL” after he steps towards the axle and places the rammer vertically, sponge side up on the
wheel hub. This in an indication to approaching infantry and others that the cannon is loaded, ready to
fire and under control.
The command “READY” will be given by the gun sergeant/chief of piece/Gunner. At this order,
Cannoneer #1 steps out approximately three feet perpendicular to the cannon even with the wheel hub,
turns his body to the left and rear, covers his right ear with his right hand, places the staff on his right
toe, but transfers it to his left hand from his right hand, opens his mouth slightly to help equalize air
pressure when the cannon fires, and watches the muzzle for the firing flash and smoke.
Once the cannon has fired, Cannoneer #1 steps to the front and outside the wheel in the former “Take
Implements” position.
POST # 2
EQUIPMENT: Worm, Sponge/Rammer, Gloves and Ear Protection for at least one ear, Jacket
1. At the command “POST”, Cannoneer #2 proceeds to the front of the cannon, even with the front of
the wheel, standing at attention and facing the same direction as the piece. Cannoneer #2 should
stand on the outside of the wheel so that his body will not extend any further front than the wheel
itself and his right side is approximately one foot away from the outside of the cannon wheel.
2. At the command “TAKE IMPLEMENTS” Cannoneer #2 turns right, and after #4 unhooks the
chains, picks up the sponge/rammer implement, which he leans against the axle, then picks up the
worm and stands at attention with the end of the implement on his left toe and the worm end up. He
is now facing towards the gun and Cannoneer #2.
3. At the command “WORM”, Cannoneer #2 will step into the area between the wheel and cannon so
that his body will always be behind the muzzle.
4. With the worm balanced in his left hand with his palm up and thumb pointed down range, the worm
will be introduced in the cannon muzzle and inserted all the way to the back of the bore. The worm
will then be rotated a one-quarter turn with the twisting of the implement so as to pick up any
remnants of the aluminum foil used to hold the powder charge. The worm is then withdrawn from
the tube by keeping pressure applied so as to drag the aluminum foil along the bottom surface of the
inside of the barrel. It may be necessary to repeat this procedure in order to clear the tube. In some
cases repeated efforts have the unfortunate affect of reducing the aluminum foil to a “ball” shape
which is more difficult to extract. It may become necessary to use the wet sponge to withdraw the
aluminum foil. If so it is mandatory to wet sponge twice. On the first sponging, Cannoneer #1
should only turn the 180 degrees and then rapidly withdraw the sponge to try to “suck” the
aluminum foil out. The second sponging is in the normal fashion.
An alternative and acceptable method of worming is for Cannoneer #2 to take the worm at or near
the point of balance in his left hand, palm up and thumb point down range. The worm is inserted in
the muzzle and as the worm head nears the breech, downward pressure on the staff brings the worm
head in contact with the upper part of the bore, the muzzle acting as a fulcrum. When the worm
head reaches the breech, upward pressure on the staff is removed and the worm head falls to the
bottom of the bore, trapping the remnant of the aluminum foil. The worm is withdrawn, Cannoneer
#2 now keeping upward pressure on the staff so that the worm head continues to press the
aluminum foil against the bottom of the bore. The right hand is employed from time to time to

maintain upward pressure on the staff while the grip of the left hand is shifted. As the worm head
draws too near the muzzle to have it serve as a fulcrum, the right hand is used to maintain
downward pressure on the worm head. Note that the worm is not twisted during the procedure.
5. Once the charge bag is removed, Cannoneer #2 sets the worm down on the cannon axle in a
position so as not to interfere with any other movements and picks up the sponge implement. He
places the ram end of the sponge on his left toe, keeping the staff vertical with the sponge end up
and steps outside the wheel in the former “Take Implements” position.
6. After Cannoneer #1 has wet-sponged the gun tube, the order of “SPONGE” will again be given. At
that order, Cannoneer #2 will step inside the area between the wheel and cannon tube for the second
time. As before, it is important that the Cannoneer’s body remain always behind the front of the
muzzle.
7. With the sponge balanced in both hands with palms up, thumbs pointed outward along the length of
the staff and no fingers wrapped around the sponge staff, the sponge is inserted into the front of the
cannon tube. The sponge is then pushed to the bottom/back of the bore and then fully pulled out of
the cannon.
8. Once the cannon is dry sponged, Cannoneer #2 steps outside the wheel in the former “Take
Implements” position retaining the sponge and placing it on his left toe again.
9. At the order of “LOAD” Cannoneer #2 places the sponge along side the worm on the axle as he
steps into the area between the wheel and the cannon tube and turns facing the left cannon wheel to
prepare to take the cannon round or charge.
10. The charge will be brought forward from the limber box by Cannoneer #5 who will come to the
outside of the left cannon wheel, stop face forward with the haversack pulled to his back and open
the haversack. Cannoneer #2 will pick out the round from the Gunner’s haversack and holding the
round close to his chest, will turn to his left protecting the round from the enemy. As he nears the
front of the muzzle he will use his left hand and insert the charge in the front of the muzzle. After
receiving a nod from Cannoneer #1 Cannoneer #2 steps away from the gun, remembering to take
the worm with him and proceeds to a position close to left wheel hub where he will place the worm
on top of the wheel hub. This in an indication to approaching infantry and others that the cannon is
loaded, ready to fire and under control.
11. The command “READY” will be given by the gun sergeant/chief of piece/Gunner. At this order,
Cannoneer #2 steps out approximately three feet perpendicular to the cannon even with the wheel
hub, turns his body to the right and rear, covers his left ear with his left hand, places the worm on
his left toe, but transfers it to his right hand from his left hand, opens his mouth slightly to help
equalize air pressure when the cannon fires, and watches the muzzle for the firing flash and smoke.
12. Once the cannon has fired, Cannoneer #2 steps to the front and outside the wheel in the former
“Take Implements” position.
POST # 3
EQUIPMENT: Thumbstall, Vent Brush, Priming Wire or Vent Pick and Case and Ear Protection. (If
available #3 would also have the option of having a Lanyard and Primer Pouch with Primers.)
Cannoneer #3 is immediately in charge of the immediate cannoneers serving on the gun. This position
requires the individual to be fully aware of the other cannoneers on his crew and he issues many of the
direct commands. The post is generally filled by a gun corporal in Battery G, though during the Civil
War the post was filled by a private. For Battery G, we want a soldier with some experience on the
other posts. During the full gun drill, Cannoneer #3 has his left thumb covered by a thumbstall in order
to protect his flesh from any possible burns.

1. At the command “POST”, Cannoneer #3 stands at attention with the thumbstall on his left hand.
His position is at the left rear of the cannon in line with numbers 1 and 4.
2. At the command “TAKE IMPLEMENTS”, Cannoneer #3 unhooks the chain on the right hand
side of the trail in order for #1 to remove the Sponge/Rammer. After removal, #3 should re-hook
the chain. He then removes whichever hand spike he wishes to use and places it in the pointing
rings at the end of the trail.
3. At the command “CLEAR THE PIECE” given by the gun sergeant, Cannoneer #3 will step to
position directly next to the cannon tube and immediately use the vent brush in the vent hole to
make sure it is clear of debris and primer casing. He will then cover the vent hole with his left
thumb. His left elbow should be up and should form a right angle. Once in position, he will follow
up by giving the orders to “WORM”, “WET SPONGE” and “DRY SPONGE”. After each of
these orders is given Cannoneer #3 will closely supervise that the orders are being carried out with
the safety of his men being paramount.
4. After the last order of “DRY SPONGE” is completed and Cannoneer #1 has looked to him and
called out either “PIECE CLEAR” or “PIECE CLEAR, CORPORAL”, Cannoneer #3 turns his
head to find the Gunner and calls out “PIECE CLEAR” or “PIECE CLEAR, SERGEANT”.
5. The Gunner will order a command of “LOAD” at which time a round or charge will be brought to
the front of the gun. After Cannoneer #2 has successfully cleared the gun muzzle and placed his
worm on the wheel, Cannoneer #3 will give the order “RAM” and Cannoneer #1 will seat the
charge. All during this time, the vent hole is being covered by Cannoneer #3.
6. If the Gunner chooses to aim the cannon, he gives the order “SIGHT THE PIECE”. Cannoneer #3
should be certain that the Gunner can place the sight in the seat and look under the left arm of
Cannoneer #3.
7. At the order “READY” given by the Gunner, Cannoneer #3 will uncover the vent hole and after
assuring himself that Cannoneers #1 and #2 are moving toward their respective positions will insert
the priming wire into the vent hole and release the wire. This is to make certain that the charge is
beneath the vent hole. If the priming wire stops, the charge is in place. With one hand he will run
the priming wire to the bottom of the hole puncturing the charge. The wire should not be spun, nor
punched more than once. If the priming wire drops its full length the charge is not in place and the
wire should be removed and the charge rammed a second time. It is important that Cannoneer #3
NOT place any fingers or thumb into the priming wire loop, nor place his hand on top of the wire.
8. After puncturing the charge Cannoneer #3 will step to his former “Take Implements” position, then
faces left, covers his right ear with his right hand opens his mouth slightly to help equalize air
pressure when the cannon fires, and watches the vent hole for the firing blast.
POST # 4
EQUIPMENT: Lanyard, Primer Pouch with Primers and Ear Protection. (If available #3 would also
have the option of having a Thumbstall, Vent Brush, and Priming Wire or Vent Pick with Case.)
1. At the command “POST” Cannoneer #4 stands attention directly in line behind Cannoneer #2 and
also on a line with Cannoneer #3 so as to form a square of soldiers around the cannon. While at
attention his hands are at his sides and he is looking forward with the leather primer pouch around
is waist and the lanyard in his hand. It is important that the cannoneer in this position not wrap the
lanyard or move the lanyard so as to cause it take knots or twists.
2. At the command “TAKE IMPLEMENTS” Cannoneer #4 makes a right face and steps in to
unhook the chains holding the sponge/rammer and worm so that Cannoneer #2 can remove them.
After removal #4 should re-hook the chains. He then steps back outside the wheel and faces the
cannon so as to closely watch the drill assisting #3 in watching for safety concerns or possible
problems. It is also important to listen and watch for signs of a break in the vent coverage at which
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a hissing sound may be heard or smoke may be seen leaking from the vent. If either of these occurs
any of the cannoneers would yell “STOP VENT”. This order would cause all cannoneers to
immediately cease their actions and Cannoneer #3 to recover the vent with his thumbstall.
If the Gunner chooses to aim the cannon, he gives the order “SIGHT THE PIECE”. Cannoneer #4
should move to the hand spike that is inserted in the pointing rings and grasp the hand spike with
both hands. If the Gunner taps the trail on the right side, #4 should carefully lift the trail and move
the gun to the left. If the Gunner taps the trail on the left side, #4 should carefully lift the trail and
move the gun to the right. Once the Gunner is satisfied with the pointing he will raise both arms
vertically above his head. Number 4 should return to his immediately prior position being cautions
not to run into or interfere with the Gunner who is returning to his position.
At the command “LOAD” #4 would reach into the primer pouch and carefully extract a primer. He
should inspect the primer to assure the bottom is sealed and the wire appears intact. The s-hook on
the lanyard should be inserted in loop on the primer and held by the hook and loop in the hand that
will not be used to pull the lanyard. After #3 has pricked the charge and stepped away from the gun,
#4 steps in near the gun and inserts the primer in the vent hole taking care not to push the primer
down with his fingers or thumb. Number 4 should then back away from the gun playing out the
lanyard and observing that it does not knot or catch on anything. Once all the slack is taken out of
the lanyard, #4 should face rearward and make eye contact with the Gunner and await further
orders. He should open his mouth slightly to help equalize air pressure when the cannon fires, and
pay vigilant attention to the Gunner.
At the order “FIRE” given by the Gunner, #4 pulls the lanyard without jerking to set off the charge.
There are several ways #4 may hold and pull the lanyard.
a. Cannoneer #4 faces to the rear, holds the lanyard handle in the left hand with the hand
firmly gripping the trousers at the knee of the left leg. The legs are spread so at the
command “FIRE” #4 brings his left leg, left hand and lanyard handle to the right so that the
combined strength of the leg and arm are used to pull the lanyard.
b. Cannoneer #4 faces to the rear, holds the lanyard in the left hand with the left arm extended
horizontally from the shoulder. At the command “FIRE” the left arm is swept downward to
the right either in front of or behind the body.
c. Cannoneer #4 faces to the rear, holds the lanyard in the right hand with the right arm
diagonally to the left either in front of or behind the body. At the command “FIRE” the
right arm is swept downward to the right either in front of or behind the body.
d. In the original Civil War drill, the body of #4 faces forward with the lanyard handle in his
right hand, arm extend horizontally from the shoulder, and he looks over his left shoulder at
the Gunner. At the command “FIRE” the right arm is swept downward to the left behind the
body. This method is not endorsed or approved for Battery G use.
After the cannon fires Cannoneer #5 would return to the position for “Take Implements”.

POST # 5
EQUIPMENT: Leather Gunner’s Haversack and Ear Protection.
1. This position is that of a powder runner or ammunition runner. (The term “powder monkey” is
often erroneously applied to this position. A powder monkey served on a ship and was responsible
for carrying the powder from the magazine to the gun deck.) The gunner’s haversack is carried on
the back with the strap running over the left shoulder. He does not generally handle the ammunition
or charges unless Cannoneer #6 is not available. At the command “POST” he would stand at
attention on the left of #6 directly behind the limber.
2. At the command “LOAD” Cannoneer #5 assists Cannoneer #6 in opening and holding open the lid
of the limber box while #6 places a charge in the gunner’s haversack. Cannoneer #5 then walks to

the Gunner and opens the flap of the haversack for inspection of the charge by the Gunner. Number
5 should, as nearly as practicable, keep his body between the “enemy” and the round. That is while
the Gunner is looking in the haversack #5 should be standing sideways with his left side to the front
of the piece. While walking towards the gun the haversack should be slung somewhat to the right
rear. After the Gunner inspects the round, #5 remains by his side until the order “ADVANCE THE
ROUND” is given.
3. At the command “ADVANCE THE ROUND” Cannoneer #5 walks to the left side of the cannon
and stands outside the wheel facing forward in position so that #2 can easily reach inside the
gunner’s haversack when Cannoneer #5 lifts the flap. Cannoneer #2 withdraws the round.
4. Once the charge is taken from the haversack Cannoneer #5 proceeds to the former position of “Post”
adjacent to the limber.
POST # 6
EQUIPMENT: Limber Box, Pre-Rolled Charges and Ear Protection.
It is the limber man’s responsibility to ensure that the limber box lid is closed at all times except when
in direct use. The opening of the box should be kept at a minimum to ensure that safety of all other
cannoneers and the general public. No smoking will be allowed within 30 feet of the limber at any time.
The limber man is also responsible, along with the Gunner, to assure that the limber is locked when
unattended.
1. At the command “POST” Cannoneer #6 will stand at attention directly in front of the middle of the
limber box key.
2. At the command “LOAD” Cannoneer #6 opens the limber box lid, and while #5 helps hold the lid
up Cannoneer #6 retrieves one round which he places in the Gunner’s haversack carried by
Cannoneer #5. Prior to placing the round in the haversack he will inspect the round for any possible
leaks of powder. He will then immediately close the lid of the limber box until further instructions.
3. It will further be the responsibility of Cannoneer #6 to keep a running count of the ammunition
available those that have been expended so as to give a full and complete report to the Gunner.
POST GUNNER, GUN SERGEANT, CHIEF OF PIECE
EQUIPMENT: Sight, Sight Case and Ear Protection.
The Gunner is usually the individual with the most experience working the various positions of the gun.
He is ultimately responsible for the safety of the gun crew and general public. Prior to serving in this
capacity he must have a full mastery of all other gun crew positions and have demonstrated a full
knowledge and respect for safety. Generally he will also be responsible for sufficient crew drilling and
training along with the assignment of those crew members to specific positions based upon his
experience and the experience levels of the various crew members.
1. The Gunner will give the various commands of “POST”. “TAKE IMPLEMENTS”, “CLEAR
THE PIECE”, “LOAD”, “ADVANCE THE ROUND”, “READY”, “FIRE”, “HOLD” and
“SECURE THE PIECE”.
2. It is the Gunner’s responsibility to ensure that all implements and accoutrements are distributed to
the various crew members, that all safety implements are available including gimlet, pliers and ear
protection. Once firing has ceased and the piece is secured, it is the Gunner’s responsibility to make
sure that all implements are secured on the gun, accoutrements are secured in the limber box, the
sponges are washed off, the cannon tube is wiped down and that a final written report is filed with

the unit safety officer or ordnance sergeant detailing crew ratings, ammunition expended and
missing or broken equipment.
3. The Gunner controls the rate of fire on an independent fire; otherwise he will respect and follow the
lead given by the section commander. Since he is directly responsible for the safety and soundness
of his gun crew, he will act as another set of eyes for the section commanders with respect to safety,
including judging oncoming infantry and the proximity of spectators. When in doubt, the judgment
of the Gunner will supercede the authority of the section commander when it comes to firing a
loaded cannon.
4. The Gunner will take the lead with respect to any primer failures or misfiring. He will take the
necessary safety precautions as prescribed in the gun drill and personally take direct charge of the
gun during the clearing of the failure or misfire.

FRICTION PRIMER FAILURES
If any of the cannoneers serving on the gun crew see that the friction primer has failed to adequately
fire the cannon or that the cannon was not fired, they will immediately and in a loud voice call
“FRICTION PRIMER FAILURE, DO NOT ADVANCE THE PIECE”. At that call all cannoneers
will immediately cease all actions and move to their positions for the following safety drill.
1. On a failed primer Cannoneers #1 and #2 will immediately take the sponge/rammers in their hand
and cross the implements over the very top of the cannon from their respective sides to form an X.
This serves as a warning to oncoming troops, section commanders and other gun crews that the gun
is loaded, but not in the full control of the gun crew. The implements themselves can be leaned
against the wheels, though it is important that neither cannoneer have his hands touching any part
of the cannon carriage.
2. On hearing of a primer failure, Cannoneers #3 and #4 stand at their respective “Post” positions,
though they should face inward towards the gun.
3. The Gunner will take full and complete control during the primer failure process. He will ensure
that all cannoneers are posted to the positions as described above. He will then also make sure that
a minimum of three minutes have elapsed prior to proceeding. If in his judgment a longer time
needs to elapse, he will exercise his prerogative to take that additional time for safety concerns. A
longer time would generally be justified if smoke continues to be seen coming from the vent hole. It
is recommended to wait three minutes after the smoke stops coming from the vent hole.
4. After a sufficient time has elapsed the Gunner will approach the cannon taking a pair of pliers and
gimlet from Cannoneer #5 who will have brought them from the limber. The Gunner will take a
glove from Cannoneer #2 as he advances on the left side of the gun. The choice of right or left
glove is at the Gunner’s discretion. A right-handed Gunner should take a left-hand glove and use his
left hand to perform the rest of the procedures. A left-handed Gunner should take a right-hand glove
and use his right hand to perform the rest of the procedures. The reason is that the Gunner should
not risk injuring his preferred hand in clearing of failure, and should the hand on which he is less
dependent.
5. The Gunner will then step into the area on the left side of the cannon tube between the barrel and
the wheel with his back towards the tube and facing the wheel. He will “hug” the wheel side and
slowly step in towards the cannon axle.
6. With his gloved hand the Gunner will take the pliers to remove the remnants of any failed primer.
Only if he is certain that the primer actually fired should he risk the use of a gimlet. If there were
any unfired friction compound left in the primer in the vent whole, the insertion and turning of the
gimlet could ignite it. The failed primer should be dipped in the sponge bucket if safe to do so, and
the primer discarded under the cannon axle. The primer should not be left in the bucket. If the
bucket is in position in front of the muzzle, the Gunner should not attempt to dip the primer in the
bucket, but should instead just discard the primer under the axle.
7. On the Gunner’s order, Cannoneer #3 will hand the vent pick to the Gunner over the top of the right
wheel without touching the cannon or in any manner passing behind any portion of the cannon,
wheel or axle. Cannoneer will then step back to his former position.
8. Using his gloved hand the Gunner will then drop the vent pick into the vent hole while averting his
face at the moment of release. After he has determined that there is indeed a powder charge beneath
the pick, he will then re-pick the charge being careful to only use his thumb and index finger to
hold the priming wire.
9. The Gunner will then call for the lanyard. Cannoneer #4 will hand the Gunner the primer and hook
with the primer loop already hooked into place. This done over the top of the left cannon wheel.

Once the Gunner has taken the primer, Cannoneer #4 should not move at all until further ordered by
the Gunner.
10. The Gunner will insert the new primer into the vent hole and drape the lanyard string in such a
fashion so as to not cause any kinks or snags in the rope.
11. The Gunner then keeps his back to the barrel as he hugs the wheel and moves outside the cannon
and returns to his normal post. At that time, after assuring that his field of fire is clear, he will order
“READY”. Cannoneers #1 and #2 will proceed to their respective ready positions outside the
wheel hub. Cannoneer #3 also takes his ready position. Cannoneer #4 checks to see that all three
have begun their movements, and once he is sure they have, he assumes his ready position.
12. The Gunner will then order “FIRE” once all the gun crew is in their respective firing positions.
13. If the gun fails to fire again, then all of the above steps should be repeated after an additional
minimum three minute time frame or more has expired.
14. If the gun fails to fire a third time, the gun is “Out of action”. After the field has cleared, and under
the supervision of the Safety Officer, Ordnance Sergeant or other Officer, the barrel should be
flooded using the baster from the limber to squirt water down the vent hole. Additionally, water
may be poured down the muzzle using the baster, a hose or other safe method.
15. After at least 30 additional minutes have elapsed, the Safety Officer, Ordnance Sergeant or other
Officer should carefully worm the barrel to extract to unfired charge.
16. When the charge is extracted, it is important to not just break it open and disperse the powder on
the ground, because after it dries it is just as dangerous
HOLD
There are times when a “HOLD” order will be given by either the Gunner or Section Commander. If
this order is given while the gun is loaded, Cannoneers #1 and #2 will place their implements in an
upright poison atop of the cannon hubs. This is an indication to those approaching that the cannon is
loaded and ready to fire, so do not advance. Cannoneer #3 will assume his normal “Post” position and
leave the vent uncovered. Cannoneer #4 will take any tension off of the lanyard and if it appears that
the hold may be for some time, he should gently and cautiously remove the primer from the barrel to
re-inserted later, and assume his “Post” position. During this time the vent hole may be covered with a
glove obtained from Cannoneer #1 or #2.

